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Ramblings at 9k by Skip Testut
The times, they are a changin’
		
– Bob Dylan

T

hak is now officially retired and
Bob Graham, “The Northern
Sentinel,”
has
announced
that he’d like a sabbatical from his
writing duties. This doesn’t bode well
for the Redline, especially if the term
“sabbatical” is used, one of Thak’s
favorite words. After all, Thak has
been threatening to give up writing
his column for quite awhile and now
Bob has shown him it can be done.
Pleading won’t work with either of
these gentlemen and hectoring is out of
the question, primarily because to Thak
“hectoring” means eating at Toni’s
Diner located a scant half a block
from beautiful, downtown Hector
(i.e., behind the Sunoco gas station).
Also, I don’t know Bob well enough to
hector him, although if treating him to
breakfast at Toni’s Diner would bring
him back, I’m willing to do it. I’ll even
drive to Massena. I have no pride. I
sacrifice all on behalf of the Redline.
Just bring beer.
The good news is that two new writers
have stepped to the fore: Colin Penny
and Brad Brooks. Colin really knows
his way around a swap meet and
apparently has learned what he didn’t
know about Porsche swap meets
from Bill Kohnke, a swap meet going
legend. If you’ve been to the annual
Hershey Porsche Swap Meet or even if
you haven’t, you’ll enjoy Colin’s write
up. As for Brad Brooks, indirectly it
was Brad’s style as editor in the ‘90s
of the Exhaust Report, the newsletter
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of the Southern New York SCCA that
influenced my layout of The Redline
Report. Under Brad’s direction the
Exhaust Report combined news with a
personal touch, sometimes irreverent,
sometimes off topic, but always
focusing on the membership, a nice
combination. Also, I liked the format.
Brad is a long time member of CNY,
just a little quiet, which if you really
know Brad doesn’t sound right. As with
Colin, Thak, and Bob, Brad’s good with
a pen or, more accurately, a keyboard,
and I hope you’ll be as pleased as I am
that he’s returned to writing.
That’s a lot of change occurring in the
interim between the last Redline and
this one, but not exactly unexpected.
After all, we expect great changes in
Upstate NY between March and July,
whether changes are in the scenery or
in our lives, so why should CNY PCA
be any different. No longer are we
confined to our garages and homes;
we can now hit the roads and take
advantage of the most delightful time of
our year, especially those of you in the
Northern stretches of our region, who
have made it through another Black Fly
Season. Truly not all change is bad.
Speaking of change and PCA, and
that’s all I’m speaking about, the new
Panamera has been selling very well
in 2010. Its sales are almost double
those of the 911, Boxster, and Cayman
combined. Only the Cayenne’s sales are
greater. This may be partly the result
of an industry trend that has seen the
sales of sporty luxury cars enter into a
freefall over the past couple of years.
The decline in sports car sales is so great
that many pundits are proclaiming the
July/August 2010

end of the sports car, suggesting that
car buyers have become more practical
in their choices, preferring more than a
2-seater. I’ve been around “car people”
long enough to know that practicality
has never been our long suit. I’ve
ridden in Thak’s Lotus 7 that he bought
from Wayne Kunkel. I’ve ridden with
Chuck Gladle in his VW beetles, the
original kind, as he attempted passing
two cars on a double-yellow line in
Schuyler County (and we weren’t going
downhill at the time). I’ve ridden with
Brian Daley in his old BMW 3-series,
the car in which he commuted when
anyone with normal hearing could hear
each and every bearing in that 300,000mile beast (I can only assume that Brian
has a hearing loss and the bearings’ cry
for help went undetected). I’ve seen
Bill Kohnke load more auto parts into
his 914 than a Chevy Suburban could
carry and then hop in to drive a few
hours home. Even Bill Noroski, if ever
there was a practical man (He married
Jean, didn’t he?!), upon retiring bought
a 356 that was literally a basket case,
spread out over a couple of rooms. I
think you get the point. Car people are
not practical people with the possible
exception of Carol (and I worry about
her). As long as we’re around or people
like us, then if sports cars are for the
impractical, we will be there. We advise
others to buy practical cars.

a new member of the CNY-PCA, so
there are two good reasons to give HoBeau’s Fireside Grill a try. Be sure to
mention that you saw his ad in The
Redline, even if you’re Mike Darminio
and you didn’t.

Letters to the Editor
A Great Day at WGI
My first event with CNYPCA at
Watkins Glen was outstanding!!!
I want to thank Joyce Gladle for
organizing a memorable experience.
Joyce did a great job and I am happy to
be a member. My first chance to drive
on the track was absolutely wonderful!
What a way to start my membership in
the CNY PCA organization!! I look
forward to involving myself in it in the
future.
Scott Farrell

Joe’s Got Religion
Dear Readers;

Join me in welcoming a new sponsor
to The Redline Report, Ho-Beau’s
Fireside Grill in Homer, New York
on route 281 at 10 South West Street.
I must admit that I’ve never visited
them, but those of you who know my
taste in haute cuisine or lack, thereof,
know that such a comment’s high praise
indeed. Owner Laurence Beaudry is

The term “I told you so” came to mind
as I read the June 2010 Excellence
magazine article about the Canadian
who modified a 997 Carrera S with
PDK for racing. Not having the
wherewithall to own one myself, I was
intrigued to read of his experiences.
Just as I have been proclaiming since
my first laps with my 993 Tip, he
eventually tried simply leaving the
thing in Drive and letting it make all
the shifting decisions, only to discover
that he could not equal its lap times
with manual shifting. Porsche is

The Redline Report
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extraordinary in setting their logical
controls on the gearboxes, a fact
confirmed by no less capable evaluators
than pro-racer Hurley Haywood and
tech guru Allan Caldwell of PCA. The
PDK merely improves on Tiptronic by
removing the slush from the torque
converter coupling to the gears, thereby
gaining drive energy and reducing fuel
consumption and heat.
And just like the Tiptronic, there is no
missing shift gates, no overrevs, no
abusing the gearbox or crankshaft seals
with clutch hammering, and no “oops,”
forgetting to upshift and getting the
rev-limited stammer like I did to my
poor nephew’s 997 at the Glen ;-)
Like very few other examples, some
technologies really are smarter than
you or me and are best left to the
“Terminator” to decide. Any rich
benevolents out there looking for a
Charity? I’m sure I could be classified
as a religion ;-)
Joe Holzer

Ho Hum, Tired of the Color…
Dear Skip-per-oo,
Mail pick-up for me for a week’s
vacation (drove straight through from
Naples, FL - 24 hours) at the Post Office
was three bags full…magazines and,
of course, REDLINE, which bypassed
even the bills for my perusing! Ramble
as you do, I noticed your ditty, again,
calling my SUV a truck. Tundra,
Silverado, Ram and numerous others
including a Lincoln (real sharp) are
trucks. Yours truly on the other hand has
a new GTS Cayenne. It’s a PORSCHE
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first & foremost! You ask why the buy?
Color on the old too boring?
I am getting too old to get in and out of
two seaters (too low) and to purchase
an older model with somebody else’s
troubles, I don’t believe prudent b/c
I don’t repair, restore, I just drive. I
was tired of the color beige and black
interior; I needed some pizzazz. The
mileage (140K not much for a Porsche)
was up there for trade-in value. The
Cayenne I can drive all year, it handles
like a 911, and snow is not an issue. I
did not appreciate the new design of the
2011 Cayenne S (2010 was skipped);
also, the technology after six years, like
voice-activated navigation, influenced
my decision. I loved the 2010 GTS
which has 405 HP, 65 > my 04’s. It’s
the interior color combo I fell for:
Havana Brown cockpit (butterscotch)
with Sand Beige leather & Alcantara
seats (suede). Unfortunately I eat
through high performance tires each
year no matter which brand. The GTS
has 21” tires so more $$$. The Nokia
for winter lasted me 6 seasons. When
I brought this SUV home (Boston),
I wanted to sleep in the garage but
thought better, too cold. My other also
lacked a Navigation system, which
was perfect going to FL in the new
one. I also have Blue Tooth & Sirius,
which is free for six months. I believe
it is $10.00 monthly charge. The GTS
also has a spare tire that the Cayenne
did not. Due to complaints, in ‘06 they
removed the radio from the rear and
replaced with an 18” tire. I haven’t the
time to read the many books that come
with this SUV. I was showing someone
the rear lifting up and embarrassingly
found the tire quite by accident. I
hope this answers your question and
July/August 2010

hopefully this is my last, unless I win
Mega. All I know is once you have a
Porsche you can’t go back. Besides,
what else can I drive to get everyone to
try & take me on?
Now I would like to address Chuck
Gladle’s “Woe Is Me” article in the last
Redline. I can relate as I, too, wanted
to carry a concealed weapon and was
afraid that the present administration
was going to put restrictions that in
the future one was not going to able
to purchase a handgun. Therefore, I
joined a Rod & Gun Club applied for a
license, which in NY took 3-4 months
and had to take the NYS gun course.
If you put down reason “Protection,”
you will be denied. I left it blank! You
see I have a HUGE woodchuck that
taunts me on the corner of my property.
It stands on its haunches’ and I swear
it laughs at me. One day I went after
him w/a wooden rake and he did not
move. I was ½ way there and decided
to retreat… backwards. Then I got my
car, the S. I drove practically up to him
before he scattered. With careful aim,
I have a 90% chance of shooting him
from my bedroom window resting
the gun on the windowsill. My GTS
has a hidden compartment under the
passenger side to conceal my weapon
and if I see him from the driveway he’s
a goner! By the way, I live in a rural
area without neighbors…most of the
time.
So, Skippy, there you have the saga of
my new PORSCHE, CAR, and SUV
albeit no truck! When did you say you
were getting your Porsche?
Most Fondly,
Your friend,
Carol
The Redline Report

Carol, You do not need a
concealed weapon’s permit, You
need a gun rack for the back
of your truck as well as an M80
Rocket Launcher for that pesky
rodent or Toyota Camry that’s
in your lane. Ed.

And now a word from one
of our sponsors...
Hello everyone,
I am hosting a new radio show, “The
BIG Talker,” 10-11 AM on Saturday
mornings on 105.9 FM. The station
formerly known as “Lite 105.9” has
changed to a talk radio format. Instead
of Delila you get me!
The show is called “The Nick Orso Car
Care Show” featuring “Things You Just
Can’t Make Up” and “The Crazy Crash
of the Week,” where I talk about the
wackiest wreck of the week. No names-just laughs. I talk about issues related
to the collision industry, claims and car
repair. I plan to have guests. The show
started the first Saturday in June.
Some of you may have a cause I can
help on the air such as DWI awareness,
car shows, soapbox derby or maybe a
special event. I suggest you forward to
me any news or events you want me
to mention or talk about. If you want
to come on the show let me know for
scheduling. I am looking for advertisers
too!!! If you are looking to promote
your business during my hour I will
personally mention all my advertisers
and the select few I mention will get a
personal mention from me. The show
is pre-recorded on a weekday so that
editing and quality can be maintained.
July/August 2010
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Send a quick email to nickorsoshow@gmail.com Ask a question I can read on air,
no names will be used. You can also call 315-472-0200 ex 555 with well wishes
or questions, even boos! Something funny is OK too. Maybe a funny story!!
Maybe I painted your front door or a table! Even something about my Father
from years back is ok.
My website is http://www.nickorso.com if you want more ideas and the link to
my show is http://www.1059thebigtalker.com/showdj.asp?DJID=55210. Thanks
to all and I hope to see you on the radio...
Regards,
Mike Orso

A Link for Classic Porsche Parts and more!
I was going through some files and links of mine and rediscovered a link that
might be of interest to my fellow Porsche owners. This is a link to an online
Porsche parts catalogue for all makes and models: http://www.porsche.com/usa/
accessoriesandservices/classic/genuineparts/originalpartscatalogue/
Just a quick note, the catalogue is set up just like the online system that Porsche
currently uses called PPN. There is also a link on that page for all of the Tequipment
accessories available.
Have fun!!
Vince Conte

Gay Lynn, Skip, and Brian Daley at Thak’s Retirement Reception
at The A.D. White House, Cornell University. Photo courtesy of
Thak Chaloemtiarana
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Lady at the Wheel

By Joyce Gladle, President-CNY PCA
It has been a very busy and exciting
Spring in the land of Central New York!
We have had 3 very successful and fun
days at Watkins Glen International
alone. The Glen’s sports car sampler,
Opening Weekend, provided an
opportunity for our members who are
not familiar with the circuit to get out
there and see what it is all about. We
had some very happy faces coming
through “pit in” after the 3-laps. I’m
sure they are craving more track time
already.
Our Zone 1 PCA Club Race, the Clash,
was a huge success. Our collective
thanks go out to the CNY members
who came out and volunteered to work
this important fundraiser for our Zone.
The drivers were happy, the volunteers
were happy and the cars were beautiful.
What more could one ask?
This past weekend found many CNY
members back at the track for the
Rolex/Grand Am races. The Grand Am
sponsored Porsche Corral was a huge
success. 100 Porsche people gathered
at Turn 11 to cheer on Porsches in all
the races, meet drivers, enjoy a great
lunch and watch some serious racing.

Our National organization is about to
launch an iPhone Application for PCA
members. This is the first of its kind in
the world of automobile clubs. The App
will provide very useful information
for every Porsche driver. Based on
zip code or GPS location, you will be
able to find nearby Porsche dealers,
independent Porsche service people and
shops of all types, local PCA Regions,
tracks, National and Regional events
and much more. It will be available in
6 weeks or so. You will be notified of
the launch date by e-mail.
On the local front, we have lots more
fun and interesting events coming up
throughout the summer. Come out and
try your hand at an Autocross and don’t
miss the Family Picnic. Bring the kids
and grandkids because we are going to
do the Porsche Kids’ Cross again this
year. Who can forget how much fun
they all had last year?? It sure kept
them busy for a while!
I offer my personal thanks to all who
have helped with a CNY event and to
all who worked on the Clash and the
Rolex/Grand Am Porsche Corral. It is
what makes our club work and we all
benefit!! Thanks very much.
See you at an event soon. Remember:
It’s not just the cars, it’s the people!!

As many of you know, the planned
location of Killington, Vermont for
the 2011 Porsche Parade had to be
changed due to lack of an autocross
venue. National has announced that the
2011 Parade will be held in Savannah,
Georgia at the end of July. Mark your
calendars and plan to attend this yearly
Porsche fest. You certainly will not
regret it!
The Redline Report
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CNY-PCA Willkommen Wagen
By Connie Turco, Membership Chair

TOTAL NUMBER of MEMBERS: 494 (280 full and 214 affliates)
MAY/JUNE NEW MEMBERS - Welcome to the CNY Porsche Club!
Joe & Patsy Cambareri - Manlius 1989 944 Silver
Sal Inserra - Utica, NY 2005 Boxster Red
Burton Sperling - Greene 2000 Boxster Silver
Jonathan Wood & Deborah Fyler - Lansing 2006 Boxster S Silver
Robert DeLuke - Oneida, NY 1977 911 Silver
William & Michelle Divens - Munnsville 1985 944 Black
Gerald & Lynn Regineli - New Hartford 1977 911S Green
TRANSFERRED IN MEMBERS:
Kevin & Jeanne Howard - Moravia 1973 911 - from Rocky Mountain Region
Thor & Fiona Markwood - New Hartford 2000 Boxster & 2010 Panamera
- from Potomac Region
Laurence Beaudry - Homer 1969 911T Black - from Finger Lakes Region
Clive Buchan - Fayetteville 2009 911 Black - from Northeast Region
MAY/JUNE ANNIVERSARIES:
5 YEARS: Kirstin Brennan, Binghamton
Tom & Terry Muniak, Endicott
Rob Swarthout, Elmira
Scott Tobey, Ithaca
Vince & Maria Vail, Johnson City
Isabel Young, Clinton
10 YEARS: Melissa Miller, Oswego
Dick Shea, Tully
William & Susan Thielking, Averill Park
20 YEARS: Daniel Driscoll, Whitney Point
Ronald Levanduski, Elmira
25 YEARS: Hadley Falk, Jamesville
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PPP Thak by Thak Chaloemtiarana
Editor’s Note: It’s official. Our friend and past CNY president,
Thak, has retired. Unfortunately, he seems to think he has retired
from writing for The Redline, as well, and has submitted photos
of his retirement party held in May in lieu of a proper column. In
deference to his age and club status, I’m letting him slide this
issue, but hope he’ll be returning soon to these pages.

Above and Below: Where there’s food & drink there’s CNY. Some
of the CNY group who made an appearance at Thak’s Retirement
Reception at the A.D. White House at Cornell. Photo courtesy of
Thak Chaloemtiarana

The Redline Report
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“There’s no way in hell, you’re getting me to take back my old job.”
Current CNY president, Joyce, and past, past CNY president,
Thak, share a moment at Thak’s Retirement Reception at the A.D.
White House at Cornell. Photo courtesy of Thak Chaloemtiarana
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2010 AUTOCROSS PART 2
By Wayne Kunkel

The last article in the May/June edition
The Redline had a lot of advice of
what you should do and not do to your
Porsche. Number 1 was to make sure
you had good tires for your class. Never
taking your own advice is a bitter bill to
swallow.
The first SCCA autocross was at the
NY State Fairgrounds on April 25th. It
was a chilly, windy day that made you
question where the warm weather had
gone and why you were standing out in
a parking lot with a bunch of cones. I
decided to run the new street tire class
for 944s, STR. In addition I also ran
the expert index class against the top
guns.
The Yokohama AVS is a nice tire but
not for autocrossing. There were 15
cars in the expert class and I took the
15th position. It was like being on ice
going around a corner and I could
induce oversteer or understeer at will.
Before I blame the tires for 100% of
the problem let me say that I was on a
mission to sort out the suspension I had
installed late last year.
Can your suspension be too stiff? My
old thinking was your suspension could
never be stiff enough! If you have done
any reading on Porsche cars or race
suspensions you know that spring rates
have come down to more comfortable
rates and handling has gotten better.
I also need to clarify that my 944 is
really a racecar licensed for the street
to some extent (Great, my insurance
agent reads this publication!).

settings, which I will not duplicate
here. The problem is a classic example
of changing some items on your
car and hoping that the result is an
improvement over the previous parts.
The car is now lowered with spring
perches. The spring rates and shock
valving are very high. The car does not
have a limited slip differential, which
exacerbates the situation.
I went to the second SCCA autocross last
Sunday at the go-kart track and ran the
Hoosiers. It was better but still way too
eager to come around (oversteer). Chris
White had suggested that I disconnect
the rear sway bar. Try lying on the
grass with a jack and disconnecting
your sway bar. I had a mental image of
a 944 crushing my torso and opted not
even to try to disconnect the rear sway
bar at the track.
So the other thing I was considering
was loosening the shocks to be less
stiff. It turns out that the Bilstein Cup
shocks are not adjustable. Now I have
an expensive set of springs, shocks,
perches... and a car that is skittish. This
week I will disconnect the rear bar
and go to the Wally World parking lot
and do some skid pad testing. The car
does not roll at all but tracks like the
proverbial locomotive. The car could
use wider wheels, tires, and the limited
slip differential. How fast do you want
to go? How much money do you have?
Some classes permit backdating the
car with engines, wheels, suspension,
and options from another year. This is
prima facie example of knowing the
rules for the class you want to be in.

There have been many discussions
over the year about suspension

The go-kart track was configured in a
somewhat strange way, which did not
lend itself to 2 cars on track and made

The Redline Report
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for a slow day. I have never seen more agricultural autocrossing in my life. The
new rule for SCCA region is you need 4 wheels off course to have an off course.
It did lead to some discussions about a certain 928 almost making the creek at a
PCA autocross. There must have been 10 DNFs for 4 wheels off course.
SPEED CHANNEL AUTOCROSS
I was watching the ALMS event in St. Petersburg, Fl. a couple of weeks ago.
The Audis were winning and the commentator said, “This course is suited to
the 2 leading cars because they are autocrossers!” Randy Probst was one of the
drivers. He has won numerous national titles in his class as an autocrosser. I was
whooping at the TV to let the announcer know I felt validated, as I have espoused
that viewpoint for years.
Learn car control first at an autocross then go to a DE or racing. That should
stimulate some lively debate here and there.				
RL

“The 944 engine Wayne wishes were in his car. Engine rebuild
courtesy of Chris White and photo courtesy of Wayne Kunkel
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The Alternative Line
By Joe Holzer

Remedial Reading Should Be Required
To Get A License

T

here has been much written
about the state of our educational
system. We spend more than
anyone else per capita, yet our children
on average know less and less vs. their
counterparts in much of the world.
Colleges have to teach remedial
English and math just to get entering
students up to their minimum standards
for fundamentals. Why? Meanwhile,
we have pitched battle debates about
whose fault it is and we use children
as negotiating tools and test subjects
as we try ever more expensive and
non-beneficial “models” of what
education should be, with little change
in outcomes. Again, why? There are
exceptions. For all the time I have been
aware verbal skills at predominantly
tech schools like MIT, Clarkson and
RPI have left much to be desired. So we
have engineers who cannot complete
coherent sentences, but who can design
brilliant mechanisms. The reverse
is often true at places like Julliard
and Bard where the spoken word is
a critical part of their skill set, while
the term “differential equation” might
be met with a “deer in the headlights”
expression. It has never been essential
that everybody be an expert in ALL
of the three “R’s” on graduating high
school. But problems occur where we
interact, as on the highways. One need
not have Einstein’s IQ to get a license.
I would argue that they are handed out
like green stamps (how many of you
dear readers recognize that reference?),
the government using them as a means
The Redline Report

to collect revenues and having nothing
to do with what they were intended to
signify – competence behind the wheel
of a lethal weapon. Even to the point
of having police write bogus tickets,
for which they are never expected to
provide the slightest shred of evidence
in courts where they are sleeping
partners, all in the name of revenue
generation. The system is heavily
biased toward enforcement of arbitrary
speed constraints and the “nanny state”
enforcement of the cause du jour, like
seatbelt use and handheld phones and
texting while driving, rather than real
safety.
Make no mistake, distractive activities
while driving are evidence that you
didn’t pay attention during the Darwin
lectures in middle school, presuming
you attended a school outside Kansas
and Texas. My issue is that the “what”
that we have been pouring into our
children’s skulls has missed the
mark by the widest of margins. We
teach them things to remember, then
test that memory both to determine
future channeling of the student and
to determine the funding which will
flow from the nanny state to their
school, even while they can instantly
retrieve almost anything they need to
memorize from their handheld personal
communicator. What we miss, based
on all the evidence around us, is the
teaching of “principles” that will be
needed to succeed in whatever world
we “adults” leave to them. I believe that
is one major failure of our “teaching”
of our children.
How does this relate to cars, you ask.
Simple. If we have the Glenn Beck
mentality behind the wheel, then we
July/August 2010
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drive as if the road were ours alone.
Never mind all those other cars we find
there. We have learned that we must
watch our speedometers instead of the
road, because that is what carries the
potential risks, at least as we perceive
them. But that, too, is a failure to
educate, as our ability to determine real
risk is based on our understanding of
those principles we call risk. When
we have institutions which were
supposed to be rock-solid but prove
to be manipulative, self-centered, and
undependable, small wonder we cannot
distinguish what risk really is.
Integrity is something that must be
taught, and must be learned, if we are to
hope for our survival as a society. But
how does one teach such a nebulous
skill? It starts with parenting. “Do
as I say, not as I do” is the antithesis
of the need. Consistency, more than
absolute correctness, is key, but being
rational is important. That is how we
teach “principles.” One hopes you,
dear readers, know the difference
from “principals.” That is called
distinction, which is how we sort out
nuance, since few things in life are so
diametrically opposed as to be obvious.
And explaining nuance to a child is
fundamental to teaching principles.
Now that I have demonstrated to you
that, despite being an engineer, I also
learned a little English along the way,
let us get to apply the diatribe above to
driving. Otherwise, what is the purpose
of this?
Driving properly involves a host of
negotiated activities, decisions to do
one thing instead of another. You
cannot exclusively look forward or you
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will eventually be hit from the side.
Instruments are there to inform you of
the condition of your vehicle, in the
hope of maintaining your ability to use
it for a longer period of time, but they
have to be looked at and understood,
even while driving. So you have
to pay attention to everything. And
where do you have available time to
spend texting or talking on a cellphone
without reducing your available time
to spend looking at all the other things
you must negotiate?
Most of us know a little about traffic
laws. Few of us, though, seem to
demonstrate it, at least if taken by the
behaviors observed by drivers we share
the road with. It is obvious that most
of us can read a speed limit sign and
a speedometer, as evidenced by our
adhesion to that highly enforced limit,
even if we have learned that stretching
it by 10 mph is generally accepted
procedure. I used to think most
understood “Keep Right Except To
Pass” was automatically in force, like
55 mph, when not explicitly posted. Yet
there rears its ugly head the “me first”
approach and it is far too widespread to
be a mere insignificant minority. How
frequently do you come upon some
dolt in the left lane at 10 under the
traffic speed, forcing everyone around
to pass on the right. Most, but not all,
will eventually move right after a few
cars have had to awaken them, so it’s
not like they don’t know the rule. But
there is where nuance comes in again.
Because some people will be turning
left at some time during this journey,
they want to be sure they can be in the
proper lane to make the turn. But that
is the point. Is it the next intersection,
and is that intersection within the next
July/August 2010

10th of a mile? If not, then why are they there already? Last I knew, in the context
of “Keep Right Except To Pass,” the word “Pass” is an active verb meaning “giter-dun” and then get back right because you ain’t any longer “passing” once you
have “passed.” Where I live in Liverpool, Morgan Road runs north from the
village. Four lanes with a painted median, and about eight intersections over the
approximate mile it covers. Invariably, slow cars immediately move left as they
head north from the village, despite a golf course preventing any turns for a third
of a mile. Even then, most who move left will not actually turn until they get to
Buckley Road, almost ¾ mile ahead. Perhaps even worse is Forestbrook, a “left
only” that is another 10th from that, allowing people to build up a head of steam
so they crash into those stopping in the left lane because they really are turning.
Happens all too frequently.
I am certain you, dear readers, can come up with a host of similar “why the f***
do they do that?” questions regarding rules of the road which were supposedly
part of the process for getting a license for their lethal weapon. Mostly I am
convinced it stems from our societal inability to start with being courteous. But I
happen to play a musical instrument and wonder how long one who does should
be expected to listen to someone who does so badly. It’s the same for driving,
which neither excuses nor justifies my swearing as I go around such behaviors,
but which makes ME a “bad driver” in the eyes of the law. At least that explains
it. Inattention is dangerous, and exacerbated by ignorance. The term “suffers
incompetence poorly” applies to me. Call me crazy.
All those rules are in the drivers’ manual for passing the test to get a license, so
they ought to know them. Must be they can’t read, based on the evidence, so
maybe we need remedial reading as part of the course.
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Brian Watson Race Team at the Zone 1 Porsche Clash at the Glen.
From L to R: Bill Griffith, Andy Lee, Brian Watson, Randy Martin,
and Paul Dolphin. Photo courtesy of Joyce Gladle

CNY-PCA at the 2010 Opening Day at Watkins Glen. Related story
on the next page. Photo courtesy of Joyce Gladle
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I didn’t see the track rules
on speed, honest!
By David Lipson

I

will admit I was bad, very bad. While
I knew there would be significant
restrictions for driving the Glen
behind a pace car, it never occurred to
me that max speed was one of them.
I knew there was “ no passing,” but I
thought it would be closer to elephants
on parade; you know, head-to-tail as in
left lane traffic on a busy day.
My drive was incredible, and Karyl was
never really frightened (although she
said while proof reading she held onto
the door handle). I am a firm believer,
but never have scientifically tested,
the urban myth that great rock and
roll music makes one’s performance
better (recall the scene in “Twister”
where the tornado chasers have music
playing). While sitting in that line, I
scanned the 10 CDs I had in the car for
the right mood music. Martha and the
Vandella’s “ Heat Wave” came up and
I was turning the music to max as we
pulled onto the track. I saw that nice
Carrera Cab ahead of me, fly away on
the track. While I struggled a bit to
catch up, I saw the lovely ‘64 356 C
fade in the distance.
It must have been the balance of
the Boxster, and lots of practice on
roads that made my run as fun and as
controlled as it was. I never did realize
how challenging racing really is and
how much work is needed on the cars.
As I told Joyce as I exited, “I set a new
record of 92 “on the back stretch of the
Glen.” I also took turn two of the boot
too fast and drifted thru “three” lanes.
The Redline Report

The tires have that chirpy squeal before
they completely give way, so I knew
I had a bit of margin (but no way to
slow at that point). I must say that day
last summer that I missed some of the
pylons at the autocross paid off, since
I could tell the difference between no
traction margin, where the tires never
stopped squealing, and controlled
turns.
I have practiced John Hajny’s tactics
on corners all over Ithaca ever since
I heard his advice, but when I got to
the track, most of it did not click as I
thought it would. High-speed turns
technique is not automatic. It was
a humbling experience. While I am
appalled at the quality issues in the
marque, the design as a whole, for
speed and traction is quite remarkable
even in the hands of a novice. I now
have a better understanding of the skill
that must be developed to race, and
the work required on the cars to give
them a competitive and safe edge over
stock.
It was also fun to see all the Boxsters
that day. For my first two years, I
thought I was the lone Boxster at the
events. Accolades and hurrahs to Joyce
for her leadership and the opening
day gala. So I “gots to know” (Test
question, in what famous movie does
this line appear?): Does anyone with a
Porsche heed the track limit of 55? RL
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Dear Joe... No Right Side Running Lights on my ’69
911S
Editor’s Note: A number of years ago during the reign of King
Thak I, the idea of identifying CNY members willing to serve as
Porsche experts was conceived. These experts and their areas of
expertise are published on pages 2-3 of this and every edition of
The Redline. In the article that follows one of our members asked
Joe Holzer a technical question about early 911s. Joe thought,
and I agreed, that the question and his response might make a
nice article for The Redline, as it could help some of you who do
your own repairs and who might have similar questions. In the
meantime, maybe some of you experts out there would write an
article about your area of expertise to help the rest of us.
We have a 1969 911S. Recently (maybe simultaneously) both the right front and
rear running lights have gone off. I checked both bulbs and they are OK. Both left
lights are working fine. Are both lights on each side on the same fuse or relay? I
do not know which fuse controls the lights, but I checked them all and they look
good. Thoughts?
Parking/running lamps are paired on a single fuse, but those fuses are probably
the originals, which had a tin-plating on the base copper cap ends. Tin is subject
to fretting corrosion, a microscopic problem best described as a “snow mound”
which occurs with thermal and mechanical vibration. Tin oxide forms immediately
as skin on tin and it is very brittle and non-conductive. So it gets scraped by
the micro-motion and builds up until it actually opens the circuit. I had a nice
project for TRW - Ford to recall and rework 1.5 MM Keyless Entry Transmitters
whose PCBs were tin-plated instead of nickel-plated, whose oxide IS conductive.
Simplest fix is to replace with all copper fuses as now constructed or simply sand
off the tin from the end caps on the fuse (and the block and spring clip holes that
hold the fuse).
Less likely but nonetheless probable causality can be found at the bulb/socket
juncture for similar reasons, although those are usually caused by dirt and rust
collecting in the socket. Turn off all the lights and use a small bottlebrush and
mild detergent to clean the socket out. Use a silver polish to clean the bulb hubs.
Lastly, you probably have a switch problem in the dash. The circuit is generally
battery POSitive to light switch then to fuse then to lamps and then to ground (the
chassis, which is connected to the battery NEGative). Because they use a separate
fuse for each lamp side for the running lights and you have lost both front and rear,
I lean towards the switch itself or the fuse. Ground is almost always a brown wire,
so you can check the lamp socket barrel to ground with a VOM (voltohmeter/
multimeter). If you do not know how to do that, it is probably best to ask someone
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who does, as you can damage stuff when you start that testing.
You can easily test by jumpering the downstream (of fuse) block for the lamps,
which is likely fuse “S3” to any hot block on the fuse block - there are two rows
of them with a screw in each which clamps the wire(s) inserted into the hole
extending outward from the fuse - one end will be hot even with the fuse removed.
If the lights go on, then the problem is upstream, which means either the fuse itself
or the switch. That would be my first test after you locate the correct fuse, which
should be indicated on the fuse box cover on the left inner fender under the hood.
Note that you can also check the lamps by turning the ignition off and setting
the blinker switch to that side. If the lamps come on, they are not the problem.
Porsche does that for a strange Euro rule that requires side markers if you stop
along the road, on the road side ONLY. Many people do not realize it and kill their
batteries that way when they exit the car.
Early 911-wiring (current circuit) diagrams may be viewed on the Pelican Parts
web site at http://www.pelicanparts.com/911/911_Parts/911_electrical_diagrams.
htm, but I prefer those displayed in the Hayne’s Porsche ‘65-’87 911 manual. If
you have to get to the switch, it is a bitch. If all else is working fine, I suggest
instead that you jumper the hot side blocks from “S2,” the fuse for the license
plate lamps, to “S3.” The slight increase in current on the “S2” switch circuit
will be no problem, and will save you trying to get to the switch. It is a logical
identical on - off to the running lights, as is “S4,” which is the other side, but tying
“S3” and “S4” together will negate the “one side” markers, if you care.
There is one other possibility, and don’t believe otherwise: rodents love the
insulation on the wires, so make sure they have not cut a wire. Let me know how
you make out.
Thanks,
Joe
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Where’s
there’s
Muck selling mostly race equipment and
wheel rims. Bill spent about half an
there’s Brass by Colin Penny

I

t’s an old English saying that
“where there’s muck there’s brass.”
Translated it means there is money
to be made when the job is dirty. This
thought crossed my mind as I enjoyed
the delights of the annual Porsche Swap
Meet at Hershey in April. For those of
us with older cars and budgets, such
swaps are like manna from heaven. All
one has to do is be patient, be prepared
to get one’s hands dirty, and wait for
that eureka moment of finding exactly
the right part.
For Bill Kohnke, and now me, the
annual trip to Hershey has become a
tradition. My modus operandi is to
go armed with a list of parts and part
numbers to make sure I get just the right
part. Bill’s style is somewhat different he buys just about anything that can go
onto or in a 914 and is a bargain. [For
those who’ve never seen Bill at
Hershey, let’s just say that I’ve
seen Chevy Suburbans that held
less than what Bill packs into his
914! Ed.] It’s one way to maintain
his inventory of spare parts, and those
of us who have seen his garage know
just how extensive that inventory is.

hour choosing just the right helmet, at
a 10% discount of course, and another
half hour showing the sales rep photos
of his many cars.
For those of you who have not seen
Bill in action at a swap meet, allow
me to paint the picture. For starters, he
used to sell cars and we all know what
image that generates. Secondly, he
takes changes of clothing with him. I
thought that it was in case he got grease
on his clothes, but discovered later that
it’s all part of his master buyer’s plan.
The fresh clothes enable him to change
character during the day and revisit
some of the stalls to make even lower
offers. Perhaps we can encourage Bill
to hold a club session on the art of
negotiation. I suspect that many of us
would learn more than by attending
some pricey seminar.

This year there were about 100
“vendors” at the swap meet. They
range from the well-ordered and
clearly priced, to boxes of random and
rusty stuff. There was even a complete
944 turbo available for removal of all
and anything, truly a serve-yourself
retailing system.

So what did I manage to achieve at the
meet? Well, I now have a cruise control
that works, a tachometer that has a
straight needle, a speedometer with a
working odometer (with an indicated
mileage only 2,000 off the existing
one) that will hopefully continue to
work as I attend more rallies, and
finally a driver’s seat that now adjusts
electrically by way of two replacement
switches. Of course I had to buy the
entire seat to get the switches (If anyone
would like a spare driver’s seat in need
of re-upholstering, I have one available
for free). The approximate cost of
catalog replacement parts would have
been about $2,000. My cost at Hershey
was less that $100. Need I say more?

It wasn’t all rust and grime, a few well
recognized names were also there,

Well there is one more thing. The
parking lot at Hershey was full of
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every kind of Porsche imaginable,
literally hundreds if not a thousand
bright, gleaming Porsches. There was
one exception parked next to Bill’s
Red, an immaculate seventies-era
Lamborghini. I know, not German at
the time of build, but German-owned
today and that’s close enough for me!

Laying Low in Unadilla
By Brad Brooks

I

t’s been a tough and busy year for us
here in FUnadilla. The lack of snow
over the winter meant there wasn’t
much snowmobiling to be had (at least
in our area), but that allowed for lots
of time for garage work. That started in
October with some “exploratory” work
in tearing down my first 944 engine. I
have 2 engines (cores) and three 944
cars with engines to play with.
Starting order was to tear down the
cores to learn what 944 engines are,
how they work, and why. Both had
bearing failures, and one had a broken
block from an uneducated backyard
mechanic attempting to pry the
bellhousing off. This came from an ‘86
“parts car/project” without a clear title
that resides in my barn. I ‘stole’ this one
off eBay in ‘07, as a project gone awry
that wasn’t running, for $500 total. I
poured some gas in it and installed a
fresh battery, swiftly driving it onto
my trailer to the horror of its previous
owners.
This car is known as “blackie” and has
the worst paint jobs (plural as there are
at least a couple) I have ever witnessed,
along with poorly mounted aftermarket
front spoiler cover and a mostly torn
The Redline Report

up interior, tinted windows and so on.
After replacing a very rotted gas line
from the tank to the pump, this became
one of the best running cars of my small
944 fleet. Sadly it has no clear title,
the last being in PA, and the previous
owners refuse to reply to my pleas.
The next car is a 1984 car that was
converted in 2002 into an SCCA ITS
class racecar. I purchased this car on
eBay in 2006 and autocrossed it some,
but it had sniggling issues that annoyed
me for a couple years where it would
not restart when it was hot. I eventually
took it to Nelson Ledges in 2008 where
I learned a bad lesson in 944 mechanics
when the power steering pulley and
bolt came off as I entered the paddock.
Not knowing that this bolt and pulley
drove the oil pump was a mistake of
mine and not noticing the oil pressure
and the lack of a large and bright red
“Low Oil Pressure” light, as I generally
install on all my racecars, were my
fault. My son, Mark, and I put the bolt
and pulley back on and I went back on
the track for the next session, only to
seize the engine on the first hot lap.
When I bought this racecar up near Bar
Harbor, ME, I also bought a bunch of
spare parts including the original engine
that suffered a spun #2 rod bearing a
couple years prior at Lime Rock Park.
It was another good core in which to
get parts and knowledge.
That leads me to my 3rd 944, the ’88
turbo S (silver rose). This is my second
silver rose tS. However, this one has a
much longer story. Basically, I found
this one in Astoria, NY, on eBay (are
you seeing a pattern here?) in 2007
with 195,000 hard miles on it. It had
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been a commuter from Long Island to Manhattan for too many years. This made
an excellent summer “grocery getter” for me.
The turbo S had only one issue. The boost would dump with any prolonged fullthrottle. Rather annoying to say the least when you are trying to pass a Mustang
or Camaro on a 2-lane road. Chris White at 944 Enhancements fixed this for me
in the spring of ’09 with a manual boost control and gauge making the car very
happy again.
However, in November on a fall ride on local area fun roads, the head gasket gave
up making it appear that I was a rocket on wheels with a huge plume of white
smoke trailing me at 70 some odd MPH. I guess 210,000+ miles is the limit for
head gaskets. At that time, I owned three 944s and not one of them truly useful!
That brings me back to working on the engines. I started working on the engines,
ironically, in October. I was tearing down the 2 core engines to extract parts and
gather knowledge. By now Chris White had told me why the racecar engine failed
due to lack of oil, but I had to know why for myself. In all of the engines I have
built over the years ranging from old Ford big block 390 c.i.d. V8s to Volkswagen
1.5 liter water-cooled I-4s, I had never seen an oil pump driven off a crankshaft
front pulley.
I have to admit that this engineering concept is very interesting; I still cannot
understand why this oil pump gear is not keyed to the crankshaft. Rather, it is
held by squeeze pressure of the bolt that holds no less than 4 other timing gears
and pulleys. I deduced very quickly that I would key mine from here out so as to
never lose oil pressure due to a loosened bolt of any kind (Loss of power steering
would be indicator enough).
As I worked on all these parts, I realized that these 944 engines have more parts on
them than most V8s. With the addition of the 2 balance shafts, built in oil cooler,
and overhead cam, these are truly very intricate engines. I’m not sure I agree with
the engineering of them, but I’m hoping this will all come back to fruition, as the
output from a more perfected engine build should gain much better power.
So as the spring weather warmed up early in April, the itch to get out and drive
grew fast. The turbo S was the closest to being drivable, but needed a head gasket.
This didn’t seem like an easy task, so I thought it was a better use of time to have
someone with more knowledge of these cars do this work while I continued work
on my own racecar engine.
A couple calls later, John Hajny of Redline Rennsport was ready to do the dirty
work for me and have my road car ready for action in a week or so. But in the
talking, I found that I could build a brand new head and cam housing for it, since
it would have to come off and should be rebuilt.
A week later, I delivered my car along with my own built head, cam set, and
gaskets to John in Vestal. As promised, about a week later my turbo S was ready
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for the road. I was very happy to get my summer beater back on the road. It’s
never been so powerful and smooth as now. Does anyone have a good set of
burgundy 944 seats for sale? The plaid cloth set is pretty pathetic looking.
So now I’m back to concentrating on the racecar engine and it’s mostly together and
looking great. Over the next couple weeks I have to remove the engine currently
in the racecar and install the new one. The plan is to have the racecar track-ready
by mid-August. Anytime anyone wants to come kick the tires with me, do some
armchair racing, see the machine shop or garage, just let me know you’ll be in
FUnadilla! Wish me luck and I hope to see you on the track or autocross soon!

Top: The author and his racecar at home in Unadilla. Bottom: The
new, almost restored racecar engne awaiting future placement.
Photos courtesy of Brad Brooks
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944s Rule in Marietta By Chuck Gladle
On the shores of Gitchigumi---no, no, no—on the shores of Otisco Lake, our
resident 944 engine expert, Chris White, treated more than 20 CNY members to
both general and very specific technical information. Cathie and Chris opened
their garage to us again this year for a Tech Session that focused on the 944 engine.
Chris had 4 944 engines out of their respective chassis and on engine stands. This
allowed attendees to be able to see the power plants up close.
Chris discussed the 944 engine in detail and spent a considerable amount of time
comparing turbo to normally aspirate (NA) engines. Also of great interest to
all was the discussion about the 944 for track performance and racing. Chris
explored in great detail the pros and cons of after-market products that try to boost
the performance of a 944. After the general presentation, Chris patiently took all
questions our members had to ask. This was indeed a great learning experience
for all in attendance.
We welcomed a new member, Bill Divens and prospective member, Erron Pender,
to the discussion. The session provided an excellent opportunity for them to get
their “feet wet” at a CNY event, learn a few things and meet some CNY members.
Cathie then provided all of us with a great cookout lunch. The garage and driveway
was full of CNY members chatting, comparing notes on a variety of subjects and
enjoying a great lunch.
Our sincere thanks to Cathie and Chris for a Porsche day filled with important
technical information and great camaraderie!			
RL

Chris White lectures on the 944 engine it’s strengths and and
weaknesses on June 12, 2010. Photo courtesy of Wayne Kunkel
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Sausages Sublime: (“Good Eating” Part 2) By Dick Jeffers

O

tto von Bismarck, former chancellor of Germany, once remarked that
people would be happier if they “didn’t know how governments and
sausages were made.” My present distress with what’s going on in
Washington has gotten me to thinking about the “sausages” part of the statement.
I’m not really concerned with the making of sausages, but with the contentment
that I get from consuming them. A good sausage on my plate helps me overlook
(at least temporarily) the abuses of government.
Actually, sausage is not a big item on our home menu but comes to the fore
during my excursions to motor sports events. A trip to any local racetrack includes
the requisite ingestion of at least one Hoffmann’s hot dog or an Italian sausage
sandwich. The blended tastes of pork, red pepper and fennel seeds is almost
addictive and the addition of grilled peppers and onions to the sandwich makes
it difficult to eat just one. Central New York is blessed with several makers of
excellent Italian and German style sausages.
Other sections of the country have their own regional favorites. Years of driving
south to racetracks in Pennsylvania and New Jersey have resulted in the tradition
of stopping in the Keystone State for a breakfast featuring Hatfield sausages.
These plump little fellows grill to a nice golden brown and fit nicely next
to a stack of pancakes. On a trip to New Orleans I discovered spicy andouille
sausage and was so charmed by the warm glow that it left in my mouth that I was
compelled to absorb the considerable expense of having this product overnight
shipped to my home. Fortunately, an acceptable version now is available locally
for incorporation into my chicken and sausage gumbo. Bratwurst is a specialty
of the upper Midwest and must be sampled during any trip to this area (think
Milwaukee Mile or Road America).
A pleasant surprise on my first visit to England was discovering a large variety
of delicious sausages (or “bangers” or “snorkers”). On trips to Silverstone, I
stayed at the Walltree Farm House B&B, the second “B” signifying “full English
breakfast.” Our host, Pauline Harrison, delighted us with a different sausage each
morning. One day it would be a peppery Cumberland sausage and the next a tomato
or onion flavored creation. And no trip to the motor sports events at Goodwood
would be complete without a visit to the Sussex Brewery for a plate of “bangers
and mash.” Their mashed potatoes with brown gravy are a perfect compliment
to the sausages hand-made locally by the O’Hagan family of Chichester, many
from old family recipes. Like Dunderbach, the fabled inventor of sausage, the
O’Hagans use a wide variety of meats in their products: beef, pork, lamb, chicken
and venison (but no pussycats and dogs and rats). Their sausages contain “high
meat and low fat,” oats for filler, sea salt and other quality ingredients, and come
in traditional varieties such as Lincolnshire (pork & sage) and Oxford (pork &
lemon juice) plus more exotic offerings like beef, horseradish and onion. Or how
about wild boar, apple and leek or pork, ale and watercress? They also produce
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Italian sausage from a recipe brought
to them from the US by my friend Bob
who spent several years doing contract
work in Portsmouth and who missed
his New York favorite.
I have to end this story here as the
reminiscing is making me very hungry.
My stomach is directing me to pop a
statin and head for the meat market.

An Old-Fashioned Book
Report By Joyce Gladle

V

intage Weekend in Watkins
Glen—an annual event not
to be missed by many CNY
PCA members as well as automobile
and racing enthusiasts from all over
the country. We in CNY call it “The
Gathering of the Faithful”—the
“faithful” being those enamored with
vintage sports cars of every ilk who
make the trek every year to soak up the
atmosphere of years gone by in sports
car racing.
Chuck and I are certainly no exceptions.
Friday afternoon found us exploring
the fabulous old cars parked along
Franklin Street, the music, the vendors,
the food, the friends and the electric
atmosphere at the famous “Watkins
Glen Grand Prix Festival.” This event
provides a truly enjoyable afternoon
for anyone even remotely interested
in automobiles—and it is completely
free.
Early in the afternoon that day, we
discovered Linda and Russ Ruthig in
the midst of all the other car buffs. One
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topic of conversation led to another and
Linda asked if I had read The Art of
Racing In The Rain.” I had not. She
highly recommended that I do so.
Saturday morning, up at the track, I
was in the Green Mountain Books
tent and spotted the book. I found it
a little weird because the cover of this
“racing” book had a dog on it (Come
to find out, a dog narrates the book!).
I almost bought the book on the spot.
Fortunately I did not because in a few
minutes I ran into Linda and Russ again
and they had brought the book with
them from home for me to borrow.
I started the book shortly after Vintage
Weekend and really, really liked it. It is
a combination racing story/dog story/
love story/family story. It literally has
something for everyone. And it really is
told through the thoughts of a dog that
harbors a secret hatred for the fact that
he does not have opposing thumbs.
While working on 2009 Fall Tour
and gathering up some interesting
door prizes for our Saturday evening
banquet, it occurred to me that “The
Art of Racing In The Rain” would be
a perfect gift. I further thought that
it would be interesting to give it as a
“perpetual award”—one that would be
read and returned year after year for
another CNY member to enjoy. Each
winning CNY member would write
a short “book review” in the front of
the book before returning it for the
next Fall Tour. Ruthigs liked the idea
and purchased a hard copy for that
purpose.
In March of 2010 I got a very interesting
notice from Niagara Region PCA.
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Garth Stein, author of “The Art of Racing In The Rain,” was going to do a reading
for Niagara members and CNY was invited. The event was scheduled for at The
Terry Hills Golf Club in Batavia, a fair drive for CNY members. The only hearty
souls to make the journey were Erin Foran and Mike Mollara. Erin is a voracious
reader and had read and enjoyed the book as much as I had. She was really
interested in meeting Garth and hearing more about the book. The four of us spent
a fun and very interesting evening with Mr. Stein and our friends from the Niagara
Region. Garth was personable, interesting and best of all—a true “car guy.” His
Dad had owned a Porsche while he was growing up and he learned to enjoy sports
cars and driving from an early age.
His book is very successful worldwide and is now in the process of being made
into a movie. So who do you think is going to play the main character, “Denny?”
None other than Patrick Dempsey of “Dr. McDreamy” fame on “Grey’s Anatomy.”
Patrick is well suited for the part and has a personal reason for wanting to play
Denny—he is an excellent race driver, himself. We see him regularly as a driver
and car owner in the Rolex/Grand Am Series.
So who were the lucky people to win “The Art of Racing In The Rain” at the 2009
Fall Tour? They were Teri and Dave Pitblado. Dave tells me they have both read
the book and liked it very much. True to plan, they are doing “an old-fashioned
book report” and will pass the book on for another lucky raffle winner at this
year’s Fall Tour.							
RL

Joyce Gladle, Mike Mullora, Erin Foran and Garth Stein (seated)
at the March 2010 Niagar Region’s reading of Garth’s book, The
Art of Racing In The Rain; Photo courtesy of Chuck Gladle
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The Answer Is...
By Brian Daley

I

n the last installment of the ’79
928 saga the question I posed was:
Rebirth of the 928! Or is it time for
a Buick? The reason for the question
was due to the ol’ girl not wanting to
run at anything over 5000 rpm. Those
details were in the last edition so I’ll
spare us all a recount. The bottom
line was I had to find a solution to
the problem or make a BIG decision.
Giving up on this car was not a happy
thought. Over the past 12-13 years the
car has evolved from a barn find to a
street car/track car (actually winning
a trophy at the Zone 1 Concours at
Lake Placid in my Concours days), to
a dedicated track car devoid of all but
the essentials. A lot of blood, sweat &
tears (over all the money that) has been
spent on this car.
I had come to the conclusion that the
repairs, if any, were beyond my scope
of ability and had made arrangements
to trailer her to a noted and reputable
Porsche repair facility and succumb
to writing a check of unknown size.
Due to scheduling conflicts that never
happened and I was left with my
support staff/crew (Chris White &
Tim O’Brien, who until now did not
know that they were such). We started
dismantling the intake system and
found no vacuum from the throttle body
to the distributor as a result of carbon
build up. Chris advised removing it
and cleaning it thoroughly. Once that
was done we reassembled it and still
had the problem at higher rpms. We
did notice when trying to tune it that
the damper inside the intake manifold
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was hanging up when we pushed down
on it. The damper is connected directly
to the plunger in the fuel distributor
that controls the amount of fuel to the
injectors. If the damper doesn’t move
freely then neither will fuel…. Eureka!
It was then that I got serious, with no
other choices I googled the symptoms
and found an article posted in the ‘90s
by a 928 Owners Club member that
addressed the same problem I was
having, solved by rebuilding his fuel
distributor. Now the CIS system was
widely used in the ‘70s and early ‘80s.
It’s a Bosch unit that works perfectly
until it doesn’t. [I think Yogi
Berra said that. Ed.] There is
one adjustment to the fuel/air mixture
and if that is set correctly the car will
start, idle and accelerate with great
performance and surprisingly good
fuel economy. However, when things
go bad it doesn’t do any of that. I
had discussed the problem with many
knowledgeable mechanics since last
July when the issue first presented itself
and was advised that you (meaning me)
cannot rebuild a CIS fuel distributor.
You either buy a rebuilt unit ($495 to
$1100 + $500 core charge), buy a new
unit (it may be NLA), buy a parts car
for that part or scrap the CIS system
for a whole new system (Mega Squirt,
MoTec, Small block Chevy V8 with
a Holley 4bbl…). Since my unit was
evidently the problem and it wasn’t
working anyway I figured what’s the
worst that could happen?
So with the article in hand I decided
to give it a go. The next hurdle was
finding the “O” rings. The functionality
of the entire unit is dependent on the
condition of the “O” rings. The unit
July/August 2010

uses 12 rings of four different sizes. The article I found even gave me the size of
each of them and the chain store he got them from. Sounded easy, so I went to the
hardware store to pick them up. Evidently in the ‘90s hardware stores carried odd
metric “O” rings and this was no big deal. After two weeks of being told they’re
on back order but we should have them in 3 days I did what I should have done in
the first place – I googled “Metric “O” rings” and found a firm in New Hampshire
that has every/any “O” Ring you might ever need plus a lot of very interesting
information and tech notes. The good news: they had the sizes I needed. The bad
news – minimum order size was 200 each for the larger ones and 250 for the
smallest ones. I needed 12 and I bought 850! Better news – if anyone needs a CIS
fuel distributor rebuilt, I’m your man!
The best news: The car runs to redline like she always had and the first track day
on April 30 showed me the sunny side of 130 mph (by my speedo which may
be optimistic but that’s what it showed) up the back straight at The Glen. That’s
a speed I hadn’t seen since July 2009 prior to my Mosport excitement (see last
edition for details).
So the answer to the question is: The Beast Is Back – Long Live The Beast!

Anyone need a set of “O” rings?? The 928’s CIS fuel distributor
awaits new parts; Photo courtesy of Brian Daley
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Flat Tires and Porsches
By Bob Montgomery

O

n a beautiful Saturday morning
in May, my wife, Ann, and I
left Binghamton to join the
CNYPCA at the FX Matt Brewery in
Utica. It was a perfect day for a ride
in our 2008 Porsche 997 C2 Cabriolet.
The weather was still a little cool so we
had the top up but the forecast was for
warmer weather and we expected to go
top down after lunch. We were really
looking forward to this.
I’d seen my first Porsche 911 around
1964. Someone at college had one and
I was hooked. However, I couldn’t
afford a Porsche so I bought a 1966
Turbocharged Corvair Corsa. When
the Army assigned me to Germany in
1968, I took it with me. It was known
as “The poor man’s Porsche and would
do about 115 on the autobahn. I still
wanted a Porsche and looked into a 911
or a 912 but they were $4500 to $5500
and I was only making about $3000 a
year as a poor Army officer.
Back in the states, I sold the Corvair in
1970 and bought sensible family cars
until I got hooked on Nissan 300ZXs
(‘85, ‘88 and a ‘96). In 2007 I decided
it was time to finally get the Porsche
I’d always wanted and ordered a 2008
from Germany just the way I wanted it.
At this point we’ve had the car almost
2 years and it is approaching 9000
totally, trouble free miles. The car was
proving to be everything I wanted in
“My Porsche.”
As we reached North Norwich, NY
about 40 miles south of Utica, the
TPC system suddenly showed “Flat
Tire.” The digital display showed that
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the air in my left rear tire was “-7” in
red and the minus number was rapidly
increasing; -10, -12, -15.... My initial
reaction was denial but I realized I had
to quickly find a safe place to pull over.
Fortunately, the North Norwich Fire
Department parking lot was there to
my left and we pulled in. I watched
the TPC display numbers continue
downward: – 20, -25, -30... Getting
out, I could hear the air escaping from
the tire and quickly located the source.
A large piece of metal had punctured
the left rear tire. So there we were at
9:30 in the morning with a flat tire.
This was a concern since I had first
looked at Porsche. When I’d asked the
salesman about not having a spare, he
said,
“You don’t need it. Porsche feels with
the advances in tire technology odds
are miniscule you’ll get a flat. If you
do, you just call Porsche Roadside
Assistance (PRA) and they will come
and get you going. If you really get
stuck, there is some stuff to put in the
tire and a tire pump to get you on your
way.”
My mind flashed back to the bolt I’d
gotten in the rear tire of my 1996 Nissan
300ZX a few years earlier, but decided
to go along. Hey, it’s a Porsche. They
wouldn’t sell them that way if it were a
problem, would they?
As we sat there, Ann and I accepted that
we weren’t going to get to Utica. We
got out the cell phone to call PRA and
discovered our first problem: only one
Verizon bar. Moving around for the best
signal, I called and was greeted with,
“All of our representatives are helping
other people. We will be with you
momentarily.” After about 5 minutes
July/August 2010

on hold, a rep came on and asked about
our problem. I explained and he said
he’d see what he could do and would
call back. With the poor signal, I
missed his first call but he called again
and said, “We’re going to get a truck to
take you to Syracuse. That’s the closest
Porsche Dealer (Burdick Porsche).” I
told him that was 60-70 miles away
and asked if there was anywhere closer
we could go to get the tire fixed. He
said no, “We can only take you to the
nearest Porsche dealer.” He said he’d
see what tow trucks were available and
would call us back.
This was not looking good; a tow truck
ride 70 miles to Burdick and then 70
miles south to Binghamton in a loaner,
if we were lucky. However, it soon got
worse when PRA called back and said
“I can’t find a truck for you. They’re
all busy.” I asked him, “If PRA can’t
get us to Syracuse, can they get us to
my driveway in Binghamton where
I’ll let my dealer take care of it.” He
said he’d try that and we went back on
hold and the signal dropped. When
he called back he’d found a tow truck
that could get us to Binghamton, but
it was busy and wouldn’t get there
for about 3 hours. Out of options, I
agreed to that (at least we’d be home)
and got the name and phone number
of the tow company. It was now about
10:30 and getting hot. We put the top
down to enjoy the gorgeous sunny day.

maintenance school where we took
tanks and trucks apart, fixed them and
put them back together. A mere tire
repair should not be a problem for such
a skilled and highly trained person!
I got out the Porsche tire sealant kit
and read the instructions. The first
thing Porsche wants you to do is to
put a warning sticker in the driver’s
field of vision saying the maximum
speed is 50 MPH (I bet that’s from
the lawyers!). I skipped that step and
removed the yellow plastic tool from
the kit and prepared to remove the
valve insert from the tire valve so I
could put the tire sealant in the tire. I
inserted the yellow plastic tool into the
valve, turned it and (OH NO) it broke
off! Now we’re really in trouble. I can
see the plastic parts in the valve stem
but I can’t get them out. Even if I get
another valve stem tool, I won’t be able
to unscrew the valve stem insert. After
a short walk to regain my composure, I
began to look for anything that I could
use to dig the broken plastic parts out
of the valve stem. My wife (who is
always prepared for anything) offered
up a pair of scissors from a nail kit and
I got down on my knees to go to work.
Slowly piece-by-piece I was able to dig
most of the broken plastic out. Now
the problem was how to get the valve
stem insert out without a tool. I tried
using the scissors but no dice.

With help on the way (maybe) I got out
the owner’s manual to see if I could do
something myself to get us going in the
meantime. I’d worked as a mechanic
during high school and college and had
fixed and changed many tires. In the
Army, part of my training as an Armored
Cavalry Officer had been an extensive

Time to go and knock on some doors. At
a neighbor’s house behind the firehouse
I found the owner (Dean) working in
his wood shop. He looked like he had
a lot of tools so I explained the problem
and asked him if he had a tire valve
tool. He said, “Let me look. Is it one
of those trucks behind the firehouse?”
I told him no, it’s a Porsche 911 in
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And now a word from our sponsors...
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the front. With that, he stopped and
called to his son, “Connor, come quick.
You’ve got to see this.” He explained
that Connor’s favorite car is a Porsche
911. Connor (probably about 17-18
years old) and Dean walked back with
me to the Porsche. Connor couldn’t
believe his good luck. Here was the car
of his dreams. Connor’s dad quickly
saw the tire valve problem and went off
to find a neighbor who might have the
tool we needed. Connor wasn’t going
anywhere. I suggested that he sit in the
car and he said, “Really, can I?” He
got in and started asking questions.
“Do you really sit this low and this far
back? How fast does it go? How big is
the engine?” He couldn’t learn enough
about the car. This was his day. I was
glad for him because it sure wasn’t
mine.
Dean returned with his neighbor, Joe
who had a tire valve tool and a tank
of compressed air. I removed the
valve stem, put in the gunk, replaced
the valve stem and we put air in the
tire. I rolled the tire so the leak was
on the bottom and we soon had it up
to about 25lbs of pressure, which was
about all we could do with Joe’s tank.
The Porsche compressor would not go
on the valve because I’d messed up the
threads digging the yellow plastic parts
out. With only 25lbs of air in the tire
and the possibility that the hole would
open again, we decided to continue to
wait for the tow truck. We called and
he said he was about 45 minutes away.
Dean, Connor and Joe left after offering
iced tea if we needed something in the
heat. Connor returned periodically to
check on us (but really to look at the
car again).
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Right on schedule the tow truck showed
up (it was now about 1:00pm). Brian,
the driver/owner looked at the situation
and said, “I don’t think I can get that
on my truck. My other truck has all
the right ramps and stuff, but it’s in the
shop.” Brian also didn’t have a tire
pump, compressor or any tools but he
was pleasant and was sympathetic.
Enough of this! We decided to drive
on the tire and get to a gas station with
a tire pump. Off we went with Brian
following in his helpless truck. In
about 10 miles we found a place with
air and pumped the tire up to 40lbs.
We drove slowly back to Binghamton
without further incident, leading a long
parade of people following the slowest
Porsche they’d ever seen.
Back in Binghamton, I got on the
computer and began to research. I went
to the PCA technical area and learned
that I was going to have to replace
both rear tires. Porsche does not allow
fixing a flat. You must replace the tire.
Since the other tire was worn too much
to be run with a new tire, I’d have to
replace that too. Checking with Tire
Rack, I learned that to replace the rear
Pirelli tires was going to cost me about
$820.00 plus shipping and installation.
I might have done it but they were on
back order.
I tried some other online tire places and
found the same situation. I went back
to Tire Rack and used their tire survey
information, learning that Pirelli is one
of their lowest rated tires. I also found
that if I wanted to change brands on
the rear axle, I’d also have to change
them on the front. This was getting
expensive until I found that Hankook
Tires (I’d never heard of them before)
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were highly rated by both Tire Rack and Car & Driver and the price was right:
$738.00 plus shipping for 4 tires and a $50.00 rebate.
On Monday morning I ordered Hankooks, front and rear, had them delivered
Tuesday to Precision Automotive in Endicott who installed them using their
Hunter mounting and balancing equipment. (We learned about Hunter equipment
at the CanTech Automotive Tech Session last June). So, by Tuesday afternoon,
the car was back on the road.
The car was good to go but what about the next time? This first “goat rope” was
Porsche’s fault leaving us with no spare, a cheap plastic tire valve tool and the
illusion of roadside service. If it happened again, it would be my fault. This was
a wake-up call. Ann and I knew we’d been lucky. This could have happened
at night in the rain on a busy (or deserted) highway with no helpful neighbors
nearby. I wouldn’t bet on a cell phone signal either despite Verizon’s ads.
On the way home from Precision Auto, I stopped at an auto store and bought
a real metal tire valve tool ($1.99) and another bottle of sealant. Then I got on
the Internet and researched spare tires discovering that Porsche does indeed sell
a spare tire for the 997 but not in the US. In the UK, the option code for the
“Emergency Wheel - Forged” is #449 for “All Models”
http://www.964uk.com/Documents/Porsche%20Option%20Codes.pdf (page 5)
From Guatemala I found pictures of the complete spare wheel set as it came with
a 997.2 C4S. http://www.6speedonline.com/forums/997/187507-spare-wheel-setinfo-pics-inside.html

I found that the spare tires from the 996, Boxster and Cayman, would fit on the
997. There are 2 types. The “Emergency wheel” collapsible 996 spare (part #
996-362-020-04) and the pre-inflated Boxster spare tire (part # 996.362.130.01).
I also found the Jack (996-721-211-00), emergency wheel insert (996-722-10100) and tire cover (987-722-061-01) on line. Any Porsche dealer can order these
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parts but the best deal I found was with *Gaudin Jaguar Parts, Las Vegas, NV for
$675.44 plus shipping. http://www.gaudinjaguarparts.com/partlocator/index.cfm
?action=searchCatalogOEM&siteid=214626
I called my service manager at Wyoming Valley Porsche and asked if he could
match the prices but he said he couldn’t come close. I was ready to order from
Gaudin when I found an even better deal. Autobahn Dismantling in El Cajon, CA
had a complete kit (pre-inflated tire, jack, tools and spare tire cover on sale for
$350.00. There were even cheaper kits out there but Autobahn’s pictures made it
clear the tire was never used and all tools were complete. I bought it.
On Wednesday, I took the car to Wyoming Valley Porsche in Wilkes-Barre, PA
for its 24-month service. When I told my story to the service manager, he had an
interesting comment, which perhaps explains the real reason that Porsche doesn’t
supply a spare tire. He said, “Bob, you are the first customer I’ve ever had that
asked about a spare and would be willing to change a tire if you had to. Our
customers have never done that. They call the roadside service and wait.
I thought about what he said and realized he is right. A couple of months ago a
SUNY student who lives near me had a flat. I offered to help him but he said “No,
I’ll call triple A.” Here was a 20-year-old kid who didn’t know how or didn’t care
to be bothered changing a tire. He’d rather wait for AAA. What a fine example
of today’s American youth. God help us.

Insure your home & car with
Allstate, and I can help you save
on both policies. Call me today.

866-232-7664

BRIAN P DALEY, RFC
89 GRANT AVENUE
AUBURN
BrianDaley@allstate.com

Discount and insurance offered only with select companies and subject to availability and qualifications. Discount amount may be
lower.Allstate Property and Casualty Insurance Company: Northbrook, IL. © 2007 Allstate Insurance Company
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So if you have a 997, think about it. If you’re willing to wait hours for Porsche
Roadside Assistance and gamble that you can get a signal on your cell, you’re
all set. If you’re willing to try the tire sealant fix, please go immediately to an
auto store and buy a real metal tire valve tool ($1.99) to use instead of Porsche’s
cheap yellow plastic tool [See photo on next page]. If you want to step up to
another level of security, you can buy a flat tire repair kit for about $10.00 in any
auto store that will have the tools to insert a plug in your tire. You’ll probably get
dirty fixing it but you’ll be on your way.
I personally recommend going all the way with one of the Boxster pre-inflated kits
from an auto dismantler (Porsche junk yard). My kit arrived yesterday and I’m
going to practice changing a tire to make sure it works. It fits in the front trunk
nicely but I’m going to have to figure a way to secure it (there are instructions for
this on the internet).
You might also considering joining AAA. Porsche Roadside Assistance is
worthless in my experience. They will only take you to the nearest Porsche dealer,
even if there is a large tire dealer right near your breakdown. Their job seems
to be to make sure you stay in the Porsche dealer network. They were totally
ineffective on a nice sunny Saturday morning. How good would they be late on a
rainy Sunday night! So if you have a 997, think seriously about it.
You’ll probably have many questions. Does it fit in the trunk? What do you do
with the flat tire? What about the difference in circumference with the 17” spare?
Will it screw up the PSM? Will the spare fit over the 997 brakes? What is the
advantage of the pre-inflated over the inflatable spare? For answers, you can call
me at 607-729-6200 or email me at rsminc@stny.rr.com. I’ll try to help.
Here are pictures of my new spare tire, jack and tools – It fits well and there is
even quite a bit of room left over!

On the next page is the infamous cheap plastic yellow tool with the broken end.
Shame on Porsche!
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Comparison of the official Porsche tire valve tool (top) and the
$1.99 tire valve tool purchased by the author at an auto parts
store (bottom); Photo courtesy of Bob Montgomery

Hurley Haywood, Avah Gladle, and David Donahue at the Sahlen’s
Six Hours of the Glen; Photo courtesy of Joyce Gladle
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Zone 1 and National News
Porsche 911 GT2 RS - Most Powerful, Street Legal Porsche Ever
ATLANTA - May 12, 2010 - The time: seven minutes, 18 seconds on the
Nürburgring-Nordschleife. The power: 620 hp. The weight: 3,020 lb (1,370
kilograms) in road trim with all fluids on board. The car: the new 2011 Porsche
911 GT2 RS.
90 More Horsepower, 154 lbs Less Filling
The latest 911 is the fastest and most powerful road-going sports car ever built in
the history of Porsche. With horsepower (hp) up by 90 and weight down by 154
lbs (70 kilograms) in comparison with the previous 911 GT2, the new 911 GT2
RS has a power-to-weight ratio of just 4.9 lbs (2.21 kg) per horsepower, by far the
best power/weight ratio in its class. These are the ideal ingredients for an ultrahigh-performance sports car with supreme agility and truly blistering performance
on the road. Perfectly illustrating Porsche Intelligent Performance, the 2011 GT2
RS achieves a reduction of approximately 5 percent for both fuel consumption
and CO2 emission reduction when compared with the previous 911 GT2.
The 3.6 liter six-cylinder boxer engine features two variable turbine geometry
turbochargers and provides power to the rear wheels exclusively through a sixspeed manual gearbox. Equally impressive stopping power comes from Porsche
Composite Ceramic Brakes (PCCB).
Unique Tires, One of a Kind Performance
New tires were specifically developed for the 911 GT2 RS and measure 245/35
ZR 19 at the front and 325/30 ZR 19 at the rear, delivering cornering performance
to match the straight-line speed. Extreme cornering dynamics are ensured by
the setup of the springs, Porsche Adaptive Suspension Management (PASM),
unique anti-roll bars, specific engine mounts and recalibrated Porsche Stability
Management (PSM), whose stability and traction control functions can be
switched off individually.
The Redline Report
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The combined effect of these developments is evident on the racetrack. In fact,
the ultimate 911 accelerates from 0-60 in 3.4 seconds, boasts a top-track speed of
205 mph and laps the famed Nürburgring-Nordschleife racetrack in just 7 minutes
and 18 seconds.
Carbon Fiber, Limited Production
In its looks, the new 911 GT2 RS stands out clearly from the other 911 models
through the lavish use of carbon-fiber-reinforced (CFR) components with a mattblack surface finish, even wider wheels (including flared wheel arches at the front),
new light-alloy wheels with central locking and “GT2 RS” model designations on
the doors and rear lid. Matte-finish carbon also graces the redesigned front spoiler
lip and the 3/8th of an inch (10 mm) taller rear spoiler lip - which both enhance
aerodynamics and provide extra downforce.
The interior of the 911 GT2 RS also exudes sporting performance in virtually
every detail. Lightweight two-piece bucket seats made of carbon-fiber-reinforced
plastic are standard, as are lightweight door panels with fabric straps instead of
traditional door handles. The basic interior color is black, which contrasts with
red elements, such as the seat center sections, the roof lining and segments of
the steering wheel rim. The gearshift and handbrake lever are also finished in red
alcantara.
Limited to just 500 units worldwide, the 911 GT2 RS will be available in the U.S.
October 2010 and will have a MSRP of $245.000. The GT2 RS is making its
world debut at the Moscow Auto Show on August 25th 2010.

Rumors fly. Could this be Carol’s new ride... Are her trucking
days at an end?!?; Photo courtesy of PCNA
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New Expanded Junior Participation Program

Due to the popularity and success of the Junior Participation Program, PCA has
expanded the program to include 16 & 17 year old step-children, nieces, nephews
and grandchildren of PCA members (in addition to sons and daughters). The JPP
allows the above listed fully-licensed 16 & 17 year olds to participate in autocross,
autocross schools, gymkhana and rally (as navigator only) club events. All JPP
requirements must still be fulfilled, including have the appropriate insurance forms/
waivers properly filled out and signed by all parents/legal guardians; and having both
at least one parent and the relative that is a PCA member in attendance at the event.
Please keep in mind that the JPP is an optional program and that your region may
have chosen to not implement it (see your region officials for more information).
Unfortunately, the implementation of this newly expanded program was not
available by press time for the 2010 RPM, however, all the other details are
accurate. For more information about the JPP refer to the 2010 Region Procedures
Manual or www.pca.org. Your local Zone Rep can also answer any other questions
you might have.
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Grand-Am Porsche Corral
at the Sahlen’s Six Hours
of the Glen By Chuck Gladle

P

orsche members came from
near and far to see a race at the
famed road circuit nestled in the
countryside in the midst of the historic
Finger Lakes region of upstate NY.
They did not go home disappointed.
The weather was crisp, the track flush
with improvements and the stage was
set for 6 hours of spectacular racing
and the impressive performance of the
Daytona Prototypes and Grand Touring
cars alike.
The June 5 installment of this great
series provided a perfect mix of great
racing and marque camaraderie for
Porsche owners at the Grand-Am
Porsche Corral in Turn 11 of the
famed Watkins Glen International road
course. They watched with increasing
excitement as the Spirit of Daytona
Racing, Porsche V-8 powered, Coyote
chassis methodically came from far
back in the field to a third place podium
finish. Co-drivers Buddy Rice who
won the Indy 500 and Antonio Garcia, a
recognized winner of endurance races,
stopped by the Corral tent before the
race to tell us about the team, their car
and their racing experiences. Needless
to say, everyone was most interested
to hear racing anecdotes from these
very accomplished drivers. They were
interesting and gracious and stayed to
answer all our questions.

car finished fifth overall. We were able
to sit trackside and watch the race on
the track as the cars sped by us, or on
the closed circuit TV provided for us
by Grand-Am. This option provided
us with a thrill a minute for the entire
six-hour race.
The Grand Touring Class was equally
as exciting and when you put both
classes on the track at the same time,
you really dare not glance away for fear
of missing some of the action. Much
to our chagrin, the Kevin Buckler TRG
No. 66 Porsche started last on the grid.
Kevin had commented to us that they
“hoped to get a few good laps in.”
Well, I guess so! The car ran well all
day as Bob Doyle, Spencer Pumpelly
and Andy Lally shared the driving
responsibilities. However, when Andy
took over for the last segment of the
race, the Porsche entered the track
following 3 formidable Mazda racers.
As the laps ran down, Andy cranked up
the heat and marched past the Mazdas
to win the race. Now if that does not
thrill Porschephiles nothing will. There
was no sushi and sake served that night!
It was all knockwurst and beer for our
victory celebration.

Also of great interest to our Corral
attendees was the famed Daytona
Prototype Brumos.com Racing Porsche
car number 59. Piloted by David
Donohue and Darrin Law, the Brumos

The Grand-Am Porsche Corral hosted
39 Porsches ranging from 356s to
just-off-the-showroom 2010 models.
Close to 100 Porsche people enjoyed
the fine hospitality of the Grand-Am
Road Racing Organization. We had a
nice tent in the perfect location inside
Turn 11. The tent was complete with a
large TV displaying full race coverage
provided by the WGI closed circuit
system in combination with SPEED
VISION.
Grand-Am provided a
very nice hot lunch and beverages
throughout the day.
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Joyce Gladle, President of the CNY Region, and Botho von Bose, Zone 1
Representative organized the event with the much-needed volunteer assistance of
members from CNY, Niagara and Finger Lakes Regions.
This was truly a great event for Porsche people. We sincerely thank Grand Am for
their generous support of the Porsche Corral. We look forward to next year and an
even larger turn out of Porsche cars and people!			
RL

Above: Buddy Rice and Antonio Garcia address those at the
Porsche Corral while Joyce emcees. Below: Kevin Buckler’s TRG
#66 Porsche GT3 won Grand Touring honors at Sahlen’s Six Hours
of the Glen; Photos courtesy of Dick Jeffers
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Above: Headquarters for the Porsche Corral inside turn 11.
Below: Cathy’s apologizes that it’s a BMW, but it’s still her
favorite“Money Shot”; Photos courtesy of Cathy Alberson
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John Hajny “Behind Bars” By Chuck Gladle
After John’s “incarceration” the news traveled fast and many members rushed to
Vestal, NY on April 10 to visit with him. His spirits were good as was his demeanor.
All and all, he seemed to be enjoying his time with the bars. (Personally, I think
the main reason was conjugal visits.)
His attention to detail and his construction concepts (using the bars) were not just
interesting but very informative regarding materials, metal’s reaction to varying
forces, configuring and building his own roll cage and cages for just about any
type of street or race car. He is truly his own man.
After a great serving of pizza (a favorite prison food) and well drinks of many
kinds, John took us through the many other aspects of safety necessary for track
driving. John emphasized what can occur when construction and driver equipment
are not fully employed for the racetrack and gave several pertinent examples. Our
rather sizeable crowd found the proceedings beneficial as they observed John’s
techniques. Many questions and answers followed attesting to overall interest and
need of the learning experience.
It was a great subject for all of us to hear. We thank John for the program that had
us both fascinated and needing to understand. Many thanks, John. We will all be
there when you are released from behind your “bars.” Enjoy those, well, visits.

The Tech Session Faithful at John Hajny’s April Tech Session;
Photo courtesy of Chuck Gladle
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2010 Spring Rally: Another CNY PCA Success Story
By Lee Goodman

On May Day this year 27 faithful CNY Porsche Members and navigators set out
to see the beautiful countryside of Tompkins and Cortland Counties. Jon Wood,
a new member, also joined us for the fun and festivities. Again Rally Master Jeff
Turco outdid himself by providing an interesting, scenic and at times a confusing
route (Note: My navigator and I missed a direction and came in dead last while
touring Downtown Cortland).
On the rally we enjoyed the scenic Ivy League campus of Cornell, the view from
atop the mountain and views of the many State Forests in the area. Below are the
Rally results:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th

Ed Olender and Skip Hapeman
Terry and Tom Muniak
Linda and Russ Ruthig
Connie and Steve Turco
Mary and Mike Darminio
Donna and Art Peck
Cathy and Dan Alberson
Janelle and A J Peck
Ronnie and Ewe Augenreich
Tammy and Burt Markowitz
Danielle and Mike Daily
Cindy and Lee Goodman
Jonathan Wood
Deborah and Terry Fisk

After the Rally there was an informal gathering at the A1 Dinner in Dryden. A
good time was had by all.						
RL

A brace o’ Porsches await their turn for the rally; Photo courtesy
of Jeff Bugliari
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Jeff Turco hands out rally instructions to Mike and Mary Darminio
despite Mike’s insistence that he won’t read them; Photo courtesy
of Jeff Bugliari

Kent Appleby awards 2nd place in the Boxster/Cayman Class to
Dick Jeffers; Photo courtesy of Bill Noroski
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CNY PCA Burdick Porsche 2010 Cobweb Concours
By Joyce Gladle

OK, so it wasn’t exactly “a beautiful day in the neighborhood,” but it was a
beautiful sight inside Drivers’ Village center mall with the skylights shining down
on our beautiful Porsches.
The threatening weather kept some members away but those who showed up
had a good time and got home before the rain began. We started arriving about
9 AM and slowly filled the center of the mall with 24 Porsche cars of every
color and many models. The cars were arranged by type--the early 911s, the
924s/944s/928s/968s, the late 911s, and the Boxsters, Caymans and Cayennes-lined up side-by-side for all to admire. Our members went about the difficult task
of choosing their very favorite in each class.
While we were busy “spiffing” up our cars, Burdick was very busy providing a
complimentary Service Inspection for our members. This is a good opportunity
for our members to have professional service people check our cars out each
spring to be sure everything is in good running order for the year’s driving season.
We very much appreciate this offer.
Once our voting was done, we enjoyed a lunch overlooking our favorite
automobiles and chatting with our Porsche friends while the votes were tallied.
Below are the results:
EARLY 911s
1st Dave Prince
2nd Bill Stevens
3rd Bill Kristler
924/944/928/968
1st Dick Ertinger
2nd Bruce Donohue
3rd Doug Schrank

LATE 911s
1st Peer Soderberg
2nd Bill Noroski
3rd Jeff Kmetz
BOXSTER/CAYMAN/CAYENNE
1st Jan and Jim King
2nd Dick Jeffers
3rd Sallie Jameson

Our thanks go to Steve Turco for making the arrangements with Burdick Porsche.
Special thanks to Jan King for her usual excellent work in classifying the Porsches,
making the concours placards for each car and making the voting ballots and to
Jim getting everyone parked in close quarters.
We send our most sincere thanks to Burdick Porsche for sponsoring this event
for us again this year and especially to Dave Hall and Kent Appleby who worked
tirelessly to provide an excellent event for CNY. The awards were truly beautiful
again this year.
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CNY puts on this event to showcase ALL OF OUR PORSCHES. This is not a
judged show. It is people’s choice car show. All our cars are worthy of participating
in this event. Plan to join us next year and see how pretty your car looks under the
skylights!!! 							
RL

Peer & Sophia Rose Soderberg receive first place in Late 911 Class
from Joyce Gladle. Photo courtesy of Bill Noroski

CNYers at the Rosenblaum Collection in Utica; Photo courtesy of
Mark Schultz
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What More Could You Ask
For, Really!? By Joyce Gladle
A sunny day, 76 degrees, a mild breeze,
50 gorgeous Porsches, 89 friends,
some brew, an absolutely spectacular
private collection of all kinds of
pristine automobiles, some BBQ and
camaraderie to cement the deal! That’s
what lay in store for CNY members
on May 22. Mark Schultz truly outdid
himself and put this dream day together
for his fellow CNY members with
a little help from his friends: Mike
Canarelli and Gus DeTragilia.
The Syracuse/Ithaca contingent met in
North Syracuse and caravanned down
the Thruway picking up Porsches as
we went. That, by itself, was a sight
to behold. Off the Thruway in Utica,
and without getting lost, we made our
way to the FX Matt Brewery, home of
Saranac and Utica Club beers and a
whole lot more.
We split into 3 groups to tour the
facility and learned how this company
grew from a German immigrant’s
dream to one of the best and largest
beer producers in America. Antiques
from the original plant as well as beer
and soda memorabilia made the tour
even more interesting. Oddly enough,
the tour ended in -- the pub! Samples
of specialty and odd sounding beers
such as Ubu (ask Linda Ruthig),
orange soda, ginger ale, and, of course,
root beet found new friends.
Once our thirst was quenched, we
were back to the Porsches and on our
way behind a Utica Police escort to
view the Rosenblum Collection. We
arrived to find some interesting items
outside a very attractive building. A
The Redline Report

hush fell over our exuberant members
upon entering the building followed
by “OMG,” “Wow!,” “I can’t believe
it!,” “Beautiful!,” “One-of-a-kind,”
“Spectacular,” “Did you see that?,”
“Did you go upstairs yet?,” “Did you
see the theater?,” “Did you see the 356
hot tub?” (don’t worry, it’s not a real
356), and about 500 more “Wows!”
Not only did this private collection
contain amazing automobiles of many,
many marques, but the ambience
of the setting, the accessories, the
memorabilia and the attention to detail
was above and beyond anything that I
have ever seen. A great deal of effort,
thought and love of the automobile
went into not only the collection, but
its wonderful presentation.
Alan Rosenblum, owner and curator
of this collection, was on hand to
graciously host our CNY members and
answer a multitude of our questions.
Our congratulations to him for
putting together this eclectic and most
interesting collection of automobiles
and memorabilia. It was certainly an
unforgettable experience.
We dragged ourselves out of the
collection and headed to “Piggy
Pat’s Pickled Pig Pub” for a “youcan’t-come-to-Utica-without-goingthere” lunch. Chatter and Porsche
camaraderie abounded as we compared
note. Porsches filled the parking lot, a
cool breeze comforted us, and we were
with good friends to end a wonderful
day.
Our most sincere thanks to Mark
Schultz, Alan Rosenblum, F X Matt
Brewery and “Piggy Pat’s” for a perfect
day!			
RL
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The Blue Lightning Race Team at the Zone 1 Porsche Clash at the
Glen. From L to R: Andy Lee, Paul Dolphin, Gene Raymondi, “Danica
Patrick,” Randy Martin, Bill Griffith, and Brendon Raymondi. Photo
courtesy of Joyce Gladle

THE 2010 ZONE 1 CLASH REPORT By Chuck Gladle
All it takes is an army of volunteers. Porsche Club racing is a very serious racing
series held all around the country. The Zone 1 Race, “The Clash at Watkins
Glen,” is the largest event in the PCA race series and the workers of Zone 1 are
the single reason that the event grows year by year. The more cars, the more
assistance that is needed to keep the event flowing smoothly. Botho von Bose,
Zone 1 Representative, and Tim O’Brien, Captain of the Army of Volunteers, kept
the event moving throughout the weekend.
We were blessed with bright skies and a breeze to help keep things pleasant. Only
the briefest period of rain came our way all weekend long. The cars and drivers
put on a great show for workers and spectators alike. Unfortunately, there were
a few incidents but most drivers left the event exhilarated, exhausted, and ready
to do it all again. The close competition was evident. Many club racers let their
professional abilities shine. Even the rookies are to be congratulated.
Central New York Region had 3 drivers entered in this year’s Clash. Gene
Ramondi, Brian Watson and Chris Whaley all did a great job of representing our
Region. Please check out their pictures elsewhere in this issue.
The Clash at the Glen is a great effort and the major fundraiser for Zone 1. Next
year when the call goes out for volunteers, sign up to be a part of the fun and
excitement. There are many rewards for volunteering, but none as satisfying as
working together with your friends on an exciting expression of our collective
passion – racing Porsches!
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Die 2010 CNY, Zone 1, & PCA Kalender
JULY
3-8
2010 Porsche Parade, St. Charles, Illinois
16-18 Rolex-Grand AM Series (Porsche Corral)
New Jersey Motorsports Park, Millville, NJ
24
CNY First Annual Tour to the Farm
Mathew 25 Farm at Tully
AUGUST
1
CNY Autocross: Tompkins Cortland Community
College, Dryden
22
Family Picnic, Car Display & Porsche Kids’ Cross
Emerson Park, Auburn, NY
28-29 Zone 1 Autocross - Devens, MA
SEPTEMBER
10-12 “Gathering of the Faithful” - Vintage Weekend at
Watkins Glen
18
CNY Fall Rally
TBA Cantech Automotive Tech Session
OCTOBER
15-17 CNY Fall Tour
NOVEMBER
20
Annual Business Meeting
DECEMBER
12
CNY Holiday Party at Steve & Connie Turco’s
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Please join us for the Tour to the Farm
Presented by: CNY PCA Charity Committee

Every two years we, the charity committee, review various submissions from our
membership of local non-profit organizations that might benefit from our financial
support. This year we were presented the opportunity to help fund the Matthew 25
Farm located at 4862 State Route 80 in Tully, NY. Their Mission is: “To ensure that
no Central New Yorker who is unable to completely provide food for themselves
will go without fresh food.” For more info go to www.matthew25farm.org
In addition to financial support the committee would like to see us get more
“hands-on” so we are going to run a “Tour to the Farm” on Saturday, July 24th. We
will meet at the McDonald’s at the intersection of I-81 and Route 20 (Lafayette
exit # 15) at 9 AM for a cup of Joe or a quick bite to eat before heading over to the
farm (about 15 minutes away). There are BBQ grills at the farm so we can grill
dogs & burgers for lunch and make a picnic of it.
Here’s the response from our contact person at the farm:
That sounds like a wonderful opportunity for CNY PCA. The 24th of July
should be great - by then we will have lots of produce to harvest. As we are
behind on our planting (due to equipment failures and weather delays) I can’t
tell you exactly what you will be harvesting. If I was to guess, I would say
beans - a tad early for sweet corn and probably too early for tomatoes. The
peas, lettuce and spinach will all be harvested (hopefully) by then. We have
a barbeque grill, picnic tables and bathroom facilities. As we get closer to the
date, we can finalize the number of individuals and other requirements you may
have.
We truly look forward to hosting your group and working with you. It should
be a lot of fun.
So the deal is this:
When: 		
Where:		
What to Bring:
		
RSVP:		
		

Saturday, July 24th at 9AM
McDonald’s at Exit 15 I-81 at Lafayette, NY
A dish to pass for lunch, comfortable clothes, hat, work gloves,
a good attitude, $5 per person!
By Friday July 9th with a head count and dish you’ll bring to
Brian Daley at briandaley@allstate.com.

We generally write a check and feel good about the donation and rightfully so.
This year we have the opportunity to take a ride through some of the state’s most
beautiful countryside, put in a day of hard work, have some food and drink with
good friends and literally help feed our neighbors that are experiencing hard times.
I don’t think it can get much better than this. Please join us.
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CNY Autocross and Driver Education Day
Teen Drivers* of Porsche Parents Drive Free

August 1, 2010
TC3 (Tompkins County Community College)
170 North Street, Dryden, NY
Directions at: http://www.tc3.edu/about_tc3/directions.asp
9:00
10:00
12:00
1:00

AM
AM
PM
PM

Registration and Tech Inspection
Timed Runs
Lunch Break
Timed Runs

ENTRY FEE IS $15
* Teen drivers must have valid driver’s license.
Contact: Wayne Kunkel 315 685-0091 or 315 406-1698 cell.
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Family Picnic, Car Show and Kids’ Motocross
On Sunday, August 22, 2010, Central New York PCA will hold a Family Picnic,
Wash and Shine Car Show and Porsche Kids’ Motocross. This will be a relaxing
day designed to check out beautiful Porsches, fraternize with car buddies, enjoy
good summer-time food and kick back, put up your feet and enjoy a summer day
in the shade of tall trees with cool lake breezes. Now you might be thinking,
“Where can we find such a spot?” Well, with your fellow Porsche Club members
at Emerson Park at the north end of Owasco Lake, just south of Auburn.
The Porsches will be parked for display on the grass under the tall trees with
beautiful Owasco Lake in the background. This is a perfect setting to take some
great photos of your favorite car! In addition, we are again going to have a Porsche
kids’ event. We will lay out a little autocross course and the kids can participate
with any “vehicle” they would like—scooter, tricycle, bike—whatever they want
to bring (Sorry, no motorized vehicles). We will have all the proper goodies—a
tech inspection, a drivers’ meeting, timing equipment and awards, so bring out the
kids and grandkids, they will have a great time!
CNY PCA SUMMER PICNIC, CAR SHOW and KIDS’ MOTOCROSS
When:

Sunday, August 22, 2010

Time:
11:00 AM
			

Park Porsches on grass between our pavilion and
the lake. We have a permit to park on the grass.

12:00 Noon

Porsche Kids’ Motocross. Be sure to bring a
“vehicle” of choice and a helmet.

1:00 PM -

Picnic Lunch - CNY will provide the main course,
tableware and soft drinks. If you want something
else to drink, please bring it with you.

Where:

Sea Wall Pavilion (covered) next to the Channel, Emerson Park,
State Route 38 A and East Lake Road, Auburn. See map at:
www.mapquest.com/maps?city=Auburn&state=NY&cat=Emerson+Park

Attractions:

The Park offers 133 beautiful acres of open space and includes a
museum, swimming, playground, ball fields... No pets allowed.
See more: http://www.co.cayuga.ny.us/parks/emerson/info.html.

Bring:

A dish to pass, comfortable chairs, something to play with (a
baseball and bat, volley ball and net, horse shoes, croquet set,
Frisbee, swimsuit...), Porsche stories and a smile.

Cost:

$5.00 per person and a $2.00* per car parking fee. *Parking free
for seniors and handicapped.

Plan now to join us!! This will be a fun day for adults and kids alike.
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2010 CNY PCA FALL TOUR
Have we got a treat in store for you! This year’s Fall Tour will take us to the
northern Pocono Mountains--to the Woodloch Resort on Lake Teedyuskung to be
exact. This is a first-class resort with more amenities than we could take advantage
of in a week. From Arts & Crafts to Wildlife and Nature Trails, Woodloch has
it all. An 18-hole, championship golf course, boating, beach, racquetball, indoor
and outdoor shooting range, spa, sauna, pools, you name it—they have it!
On the way home from the Zone 1 Tech Tactics in Danbury, CT, Jean and Bill
Noroski and Chuck and I had to pleasure of checking out the facility. We were
delighted with what we found. We just know this is going to be one of the best
Fall Tours ever.
It will be a little different, however. Our lodging arrangements will be in “guest
homes” at Woodloch Springs. Each home is fully equipped with all the amenities
of—well, home! Each house has 3–5 bedrooms, each bedroom with its own bath.
All our houses are together on a cul-de-sac and back up to the 14th hole of the golf
course. They even have a garage. Lodging registration will be set up so that you
can request a house to share with a particular couple or couples or the Resort will
do that for you.
Our weekend schedule will be a bit different also. We will tour down on Friday
as usual. We will wind our way through the Catskill Mountains. We will have
our usual Friday Evening Welcome Party, probably with more frivolity than
usual because we just know you are all going to love this property. On Saturday
morning we will tour to a spectacular site know as the Hawk’s Nest, then back to
the resort for lunch. The afternoon will be free of planned activity so that we can
all take advantage of the Resort amenities.
Our Saturday evening banquet will be capped off by a Las Vegas-type musical
review in the Heritage Nightclub. Sunday morning we will gather for our group
picture and have more time to “play” at the resort.
The dates are October 15-17 so mark your calendars. You really don’t want to
miss this one! Some of us are already planning to go early to golf or stay a few
extra days to enjoy all the Resort has to offer. CNY registration and Woodloch
reservation information are on the following pages in this issue of Redline.
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DINING ARRANGEMENTS
Our meals will be served at the beautiful Woodloch Golf Course Club House, approximately 1/4 mile from the homes. Saturday
evening’s entertainment will be in the Woodloch Resort Heritage Night Club. The review “Night Clubs of the World” will be performed
for our enjoyment. Jackets are preferred attire for gentlemen.

LODGING ARRANGEMENTS
Our destination this year is the Woodloch Pines Inn & Resort in Hawley, PA, located in the northern Poconos. We will be staying in
the Woodloch Springs Guest Homes. Each home is beautifully decorated and has 3 to 5 bedrooms. Each bedroom has its own private
bath—a virtual mini-suite. Our guests within each home will share a full living room, dining room and kitchen with all the amenities.
All of the PCA homes are together on a cul-de-sac, overlooking the award-winning Woodloch Springs Golf Course.

FRIDAY LUNCH
We will have a lunch stop during the Friday Tour to the Poconos. Each person will be responsible for the cost of their own lunch.
Location is to be announced.

Please make checks payable to “CNY PCA.” Send Registration Form and Fee to:
Joyce Gladle, 5280 County Road 11, Rushville, NY 14544

Registration (per person) is $10.00. Number attending: ______ @ $10.00 ______________

Porsche you will be driving: Model:________________________ Year:___________ Color: _______________________________

E-mail address: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Name(s) of Attendee(s) _______________________________________________________________________________________

THE HAWK’S NEST
CNY PCA 2010 FALL TOUR
Registration
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$367.00 per couple, based on double occupancy
$298.50 per person, based on single occupancy
(Plus 6% Pennsylvania State Tax, 3% County Room Tax and 15% Service Fee.)

This property is exceptional. We think this is going to be one of our best ever Fall Tours. Please plan to join us for a weekend of Porsche
fun and camaraderie!

Many of our members are planning to stay an extra day or two. The resort will gladly make those arrangements for you. Additional night’s
lodging cost is $115.00 per room, per night.

You may request to share a house with friends. The Resort will do its best to accommodate your wishes. When you call to make your
reservation, simply let them know with whom you would like to share a house. Remember, houses have 3 to 5 bedrooms each. If you do
not have a preference, the Resort will make your arrangements.

HOTEL REGISTRATION
To reserve your room, call 1-800-453-8263 and request lodging with “Porsche Club October Event,” October 15-17. Reservation deadline
is September 1, 2010. A $100.00 deposit is required when you make your reservation.

Weekend package cost:

Golfers: There is a charge for greens fees. Also, please note that Country Club attire is required on the course: collared shirts, golf pants
or shorts and soft spikes. No jeans, cut offs, halter tops, etc..

WEEKEND PACKAGE
The weekend package includes 2 nights lodging, breakfast Saturday and Sunday, cook-out lunch on Saturday after our morning tour,
Saturday evening banquet followed by a night club review (jackets preferred for the gentlemen), and the use of all Resort facilities—
literally too many to list. Please go to www.WOODLOCH.com to view the many recreational opportunities. We will have Saturday
afternoon free to explore this vast facility and take advantage of the myriad of activities.

What A Dad Wouldn’t Do… By Brian Scotti
Funny what can happen in the heat of the moment. June 5th was the 6 Hours of
The Glen Grand Am race, one of the best events at Watkins Glen all year. This
year was no exception with the added “excitement” over NASCAR superstar
Jimmy Johnson sharing the race duties with the regulars at Gainsco Racing in the
99 Chevy Riley. I didn’t see what all the hubbub was about, but Ally sure wanted
to see him and get an autograph. I warned her that it’d be a long shot to even see
him, but you never know.
About 4hours into the race we decided to change our viewpoint to the front stretch
grandstands. Just happened to be the exact time Jimmy Johnson was due in to
handoff the car to Alex Gurney for the final run to the checker. We watched
the driver change and Ally got her chance to see the man himself. He even
acknowledged her presence with a smile and a wave. Well, wasn’t she happy
now! We watched for a while and decided to head over early get our spot for the
Victory Lane festivities.
As we’re heading down the stairs, I notice that Jimmy Johnson is at the fence
signing autographs for the kids (and kids at heart). We ran over and got right in
line. Just about that time, he starts to walk away... Now, I should note that I am
far from a NASCAR fan and even further from a JJ fan. I’ve been known to yell
some pretty colorful strings at the TV as he’s winning another race. I yell out,
“Hey Jimmy, one more please?” He turns around and signs one last autograph for
Ally, then disappears into the night. Maybe he isn’t all that bad…

Jimmie Johnson exits car during the Sahlen’s Six Hours of the
Glen; Photo courtesy of Brian Scotti
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The Redline Market

The Redline Market is a free service for PCA members. Ads run for two issues.
A $10 fee is required to continue the ad an additional two issues. A $10 fee/issue
is also required for all non-Porsche related ads or for ads placed by non-PCA
members. All continuing ads must be resubmitted before the 10th of the month
preceding the issue’s publication. The maximum length is 50 words and all sales
ads must include an asking price(s). Send your ads to REDLINE REPORT, c/o
Skip Testut, 873 Taughannock Blvd., Ithaca, NY 14850 or testut@ithaca.edu
FOR SALE: PORSCHE 1967 thru 1973 MINT, original color sales brochures:
911, 912, 924, 930, 944, 968, 993, Boxster, full line, $25 each. 1974 through 2005,
$15 each. Specify year/model. Add $4.95 shipping. Have literature other imports,
worldwide. WANTED: 1970s thru 1990s Porsche large format calendars, any
quantity. Walter Miller, 6710 Brooklawn, Syracuse, NY 13211 315-432-8282
FAX 315-432-8256. Email: info@autolit.com www.autolit.com
FOR SALE: 1986 Porsche 911 Carrera, red, black leather sport seats, 49k miles,
excellent condition, perf chip, ss exhaust, strut support, new tires, turbo chin
and rear spoiler, 2nd owner, cover, front-end bra, no paint work or accidents, all
original, never on track, $19,900 obo; Joe Catania, 315-430-8448 jacat@twcny.
rr.com
FOR SALE: Porsche Support Vehicle, my beautiful, black, trusty 1995 Chevy
Suburban LT. New gas tank, lines, brake pads, rotors, and tires. Heavv-duty shocks
all around. 96,000 miles. The car is in remarkable condition: No accidents, no
damage, carefully maintained. All records, I am the one and only owner. Smooth,
quiet and comfortable. Ready to go ANYWHERE. Price negotiable. Bill Noroski
at (315) 457-1839
FOR SALE: Four ATS Cookie Cutter rims, 7Jx15, 23mm offset, Part #911361023.
Comes with matching black/colored center caps. Good condition. $250. Contact
Colin Penny 607-757-0282 or mailto:cpenny@stny.rr.com (1)
FOR SALE:1986 Porsche 944turbo track/street car. Wide, ringfire, head gasket,
timing belt, rod bearings, baffled oil pan, Huntly chip, air/fuel meter, clutch,
recent, low mileage limited slip, 993 brakes, upgraded rear torsion bars, front
struts, front springs, charlie arms, caster blocks, big sway bars, autopower cage,
adjustable Recaros, $10,500 315-527-1221 (1)
FOR SALE: 1986 Porsche 928S. Black with gray racing stripes. Black leather
interior, 5-liter V8, 4-speed automatic, 90K miles. Very clean and well kept. New
timing belt, water pump, ROH Performance wheels, Toyo PROXES4 tires. Stock
wheels included. $15,000. For pictures contact stevepickett7@gmail.com 607433-1869 Steven Pickett, Oneonta, NY (1)
WANTED: I am searching for a 993 C4, C4S, or C2S, interested in a driver, not
a low mileage car, mod’s are welcome. Will consider many color choices. Contact
Joe, 315-264-0400, email joemag@twcny.rr.com
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FOR FREE: Panasonic Portable CD player that has an adapter for a car tape
deck. Can also be used with headphone if you are IPod impaired. Perfect for older
Porsches from the pre-CD player era! Call Cathy Alberson Caalberson@aol.com
315-635-6920 (1)

Sorry ladies, but Jack is taken. Still, your man can look almost
as good as Jack when he wears official CNY-PCA Clothing from
Hackerthreads.com http://www.hackerthreads.com/items.asp?Cc
=CNYPCA&CatMoveby=0&Nbm=&Pbm=&FromNav= and there’s no
reason to feel left out as CNY-PCA clothing is available for women,
too; Photo AND studly appearance courtesy of Jack Vasina
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NICK ORSO’S
BODY SHOP AND SERVICE CENTER

“THE FINEST IN COLLISION REPAIR”

638 WEST GENESEE STREET

syRACUSE, nEW yORK 13204
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE - 24 HR. TOWING
alignment and suspension repair
SUBSTITUTE VEHICLES

LOCAL CALLS 471-85-21
tOLL FREE 24-7 at 1-877-NICK ORSO (642-5677)

NOW OFFERING NITROGEN TIRE INFLATION
AND SONIC WHEEL BALANCING
see www.nitrofillnow.com for details
Free nick orso auto club memebership!!!

visit us on the web
WWW.nickorso.com

QUESTIONS OR CONTACT US BY EMAIL…
nickorso@gmail.com
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c/o Skip Testut, Editor
873 Taughannock Blvd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
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